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almanit valves and taps

PN40 Ball Valves

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
E.2-1

PN40 Ball Valves
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Art.9640
n.p. brass ball valve, full bore, lever type, FxF threading, PN40, -15°C to +120°C
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Art.9641
same as above but with Butterfly aluminium handle.
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E.2-2

PN40 Ball Valves
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Art.9642
n.p. brass ball valve, full bore, MxF threading with union, PN40, -15°C to +120°C.
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Art.9644
n.p. brass ball valve, full bore, MxF threading, PN40, -15°C to +120°C.
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PN40 Ball Valves
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Art.9643
n.p. brass ball valve, full bore, lever type, MxF threading, PN40, -15°C to +120°C
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Art.9646
n.p. brass angle ball valve, MxF threading with union, PN40, -15°C to +120°C
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GERMAN SANITARY
FITTINGS

almanit sanitary fittings

...more than 35 years experiance in dealing with Sanitary
Fittings and Plumbing products.

almanit export gmbh
Wartenau 7
22089 Hamburg
Germany
Tel.: 0049 40 2513347
Fax.: 0049 40 2513681
eMail: info@almanit.de
Home Page: www.almanit.com

Our company ....
is one of the leading and most successful German export houses for Sanitary
fittings and other related products. Since 1980, we have been supplying our
markets with a wide range of faucets, fittings and valves for bathroom, kitchen and
other sanitary installations. Our products are partly supplied under our
”ALMANIT” and ”GERMANIT ARMATUREN” brand names.
Our Programme ...
Includes a broad range of models covering most market segments from basic to
luxury, and from classical to modern design. Private, commercial, or institutional
customers will find the products they need in our programme.
The most popular product groups in our extensive range cover:
+ Faucets and Fittings: we supply a wide range of water mixers for bathroom and
kitchen in different finishes and designs, with compression or ceramic valving
(example: one hole lavatory and bidet mixers, one lever mixers, concealed 3-hole
mixers, ...etc.). We have different mixer models for both wall and concealed
installations. Most of our faucets/mixers can be supplied with different models of
handles which are fitted according to customers demands. Also to secure our
customers an extended product range from a single source, we supply Shower
Fittings including hand shower sets, adjustable shower heads, shower arms, ...etc.
+ Water Taps and Valves: we supply a variety of bib cocks in different finishes
and designs (example: taps with and without hose-union, taps with T-handle, taps
with upper part for key, ...etc.). We supply also a wide range of Stopcocks, Ball
valves, Gate valves, and Angle valves in different models and designs.
+ Hoses and Pipes: we supply a wide range of flexible hoses and tubes with
different ends to adapt to any type of standard valves and fittings (example: brassstrips hoses, PVC hoses, copper tubes, st. Steel-wire screened hoses, aluminiumwire screened hoses, ...etc.).
+ Other Product Lines: Sanitary fittings are the core of our business. We supply
more than 5.000 products in numerous models and options. Products shown in
our catalogue represents only our fast moving items. For additional information
about other products, please send us your detailed inquiry so that we can offer
accordingly.
Our Markets ...
We can supply our products world wide. Our main markets are in parts of Europe,
in the Far- and Middle East area and in some parts of Africa.
Our Service ...
More than 30 years of experience provided our management with thorough
knowledge of products and markets at manufacturers as well as end-users side,
enabling us to satisfy our customers requirements with ultimate precision and
assisting the manufacturers to do the same. Also as a family run company, we
attach great importance to personal relationships to our customers. This helps us to
meet individual customer wishes quickly and unbureaucratically.
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Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
according to DIN 52218 and EN ISO 3822-2

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
A.1-1

Washbasin & Bidet

Art.680001.SUPREME
One lever Washbasin mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal
lever handle, with cast spout with aerator, with metal pop-up waste
(1.1/4“), with flexible connection hoses (35cmx1/2“).

Art.680041.SUPREME
One lever Bidet mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle, with cast spout with ball-joint aerator, with metal pop-up waste
(1.1/4“), with flexible connection hoses (35cmx1/2“).

almanit export gmbh

A.1-2

Bath & Shower

Art.680021.SUPREME
One lever Bath mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle, with cast spout with built-in diverter, with aerator, with hose
connection (1/2“).

Art.680011.SUPREME
One lever Shower mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle, with hose connection (1/2“).

almanit export gmbh

A.1-3

almanit one lever mixers
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Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
according to DIN 52218 and EN ISO 3822-2

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
A.2-1

Washbasin & Bidet

Art.680001.EXCLUSIVE
One lever Washbasin mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal
lever handle, with cast spout fitted with aerator, with metal pop-up waste
(1.1/4“), with flexible connection hoses (35cmx1/2“).

Art.680041.EXCLUSIVE
One lever Bidet mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle, with cast spout fitted with ball-joint aerator, with metal pop-up
waste (1.1/4“), with flexible connection hoses (35cmx1/2“).

almanit export gmbh

A.2-2

Bath & Shower

Art.680021.EXCLUSIVE
One lever Bath mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle, with cast spout with built-in diverter, with aerator, with 1/2“
flexible hose connection.

Art.680011.EXCLUSIVE
One lever Shower mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle, with 1/2“ flexible hose connection.

almanit export gmbh

A.2-3

Ceramic Cartridge

Technical Features
Our ceramic disc cartridges are produced under strict standards of
quality control and constant research and development. Two sintered
ceramic discs guarantee permanent action and high reliability in
time. Thanks to the special shape of the discs, the water flow can be
increased or lessened as required without any concurrent variations
in the chosen temperature.

Sanitary Fittings
Made in Germany

almanit export gmbh
Wartenau 7
22089 Hamburg
Germany
Tel.: 0049 40 251 33 47
Fax: 0049 40 251 36 81
eMail: info@almanit.de

A.2-4

almanit one lever mixers
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Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
according to DIN 52218 and EN ISO 3822-0

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
A.3-1

Washbasin & Bidet

Art.680001.SMART.1
One lever Washbasin mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal
lever handle (open type), with metal pop-up waste (1.1/4“), with st. steel
wire connection hoses (35cm long x 1/2“).

Art.680041.SMART.1
One lever Bidet mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with metal pop-up waste (1.1/4“), with st. steel wire
connection hoses (35cm long x 1/2“).

almanit export gmbh

A.3-2

Bath & Shower

Art.680021.SMART.1
One lever bath mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with cast spout with built-in diverter and with 1/2“
hose connection, with aerator.

Art.680051.SMART.1
One lever wall mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with movable cast spout (200 or 300mm long) with
aerator, with wall S-connections and wall rosettes.

almanit export gmbh

A.3-3

Kitchen Mixers

Art.680031.SMART.1
One lever Kitchen mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with with movable cast spout with aerator, with st.
steel wire flexible connection hoses (35cm long x 1/2“).

Art.680033.SMART.1
One lever Kitchen mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with with movable spout with extractable flush
shower, with st. steel wire flexible connection hoses (35cm long x 1/2“).

almanit export gmbh

A.3-4

almanit one lever mixers
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Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
according to DIN 52218 and EN ISO 3822-2

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
A.4-1

Washbasin & Bidet

Art.680001.SMART.2
One lever Washbasin mixer with 35mm ceramic cartridge, with metal
lever handle (open type), with cast spout fitted with aerator, with metal
pop-up waste (1.1/4“), with copper connection pipes.

Art.680041.SMART.2
One lever Bidet mixer with 35mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with cast spout fitted with a ball-joint aerator, with
metal pop-up waste (1.1/4“), with copper connection pipes.

almanit export gmbh

A.4-2

Bath & Shower

Art.680021.SMART.2
One lever Bath mixer with 35mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with cast spout with built-in diverter, with aerator,
with hose connection (1/2“).

Art.680011.SMART.2
One lever Shower mixer with 35mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with hose connection.

almanit export gmbh

A.4-3

Kitchen Mixers

Art.680034.SMART.2
One lever Kitchen mixer with 35mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with movable HU-Spout fitted with aerator.

Art.680031.SMART.2
One lever Kitchen mixer with 35mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with movable cast spout fitted with aerator.

Art.680052.SMART.2
One lever Wall mounted Kitchen mixer 35mm ceramic cartridge, with
metal lever handle (open type), with movable HU-Spout with aerator.

almanit export gmbh
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almanit one lever mixers
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Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
according to DIN 52218 and EN ISO 3822-2
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Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
A.5-1

Washbasin & Bidet

Art.680001.ELEGANCE.1
One lever Washbasin mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal
lever handle (closed type), with cast spout fitted with aerator, with popup waste (1.1/4“), with connection pipes.

Art.680041.ELEGANCE.1
One lever Bidet mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (closed type), with cast spout fitted with ball-joint aerator, with
pop-up waste (1.1/4“), with connection pipes.

almanit export gmbh

A.5-2

Bath & Shower

Art.680021.ELEGANCE.1
One lever Bath mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (closed type), with cast spout with built-in diverter, with aerator,
with hose connection (1/2“).

Art.680011.ELEGANCE.1
One lever Shower mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (closed type), with hose connection (1/2“).

almanit export gmbh

A.5-3

Kitchen Mixers

Art.680033.ELEGANCE.1
One lever Kitchen mixer with movable spout with extractable flush shower

Art.680031.ELEGANCE.1
One lever Kitchen mixer with movable cast spout fitted with aerator.

Art.680051.ELEGANCE.1
One lever wall mounted Kitchen mixer with movable cast spout fitted with
aerator (spout of 200 or 300mm projection).

almanit export gmbh

A.5-4
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Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
according to DIN 52218 and EN ISO 3822-0

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
A.6-1

Washbasin & Bidet

Art.680001.ELEGANCE.2
One lever Washbasin mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal
lever handle (open type), with metal pop-up waste (1.1/4“), with st. steel
wire connection hoses (35cm long x 1/2“).

Art.680041.ELEGANCE.2
One lever Bidet mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with metal pop-up waste (1.1/4“), with st. steel wire
connection hoses (35cm long x 1/2“).

almanit export gmbh

A.6-2

Bath & Shower

Art.680021.ELEGANCE.2
One lever bath mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with cast spout with built-in diverter and with 1/2“
hose connection, with aerator.

Art.680051.ELEGANCE.2
One lever wall mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with movable cast spout (200 or 300mm long) with
aerator, with wall S-connections and wall rosettes.

almanit export gmbh

A.6-3

Kitchen Mixers

Art.680031.ELEGANCE.2
One lever Kitchen mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with with movable cast spout with aerator, with st.
steel wire flexible connection hoses (35cm long x 1/2“).

Art.680033.ELEGANCE.2
One lever Kitchen mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with with movable spout with extractable flush
shower, with st. steel wire flexible connection hoses (35cm long x 1/2“).

almanit export gmbh
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Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
according to DIN 52218 and EN ISO 3822-0
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Made in Germany
A.7-1

Washbasin & Bidet

Art.680001.PRESTIGE.1
One lever Washbasin mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal
lever handle (open type), with metal pop-up waste (1.1/4“), with st. steel
wire connection hoses (35cm long x 1/2“).

Art.680041.PRESTIGE.1
One lever Bidet mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with metal pop-up waste (1.1/4“), with st. steel wire
connection hoses (35cm long x 1/2“).

almanit export gmbh

A.7-2

Bath & Kitchen

Art.680021.PRESTIGE.1
One lever bath mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with cast spout with built-in diverter and with 1/2“
hose connection, with aerator.

Art.680031.PRESTIGE.1
One lever Kitchen mixer with 40mm ceramic cartridge, with metal lever
handle (open type), with movable cast spout, with flexible connection
hoses (35cm long x 1/2”).

almanit export gmbh

A.7-3

almanit 2-handle mixers

R OYA L

Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control with
regards to noise level and water flow.

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
B.1-1

Bath & Shower Mixers

Art.61080/B.ROYAL
See cover photo
Bath mixer with fork rest (3/4“x1/2“), with c. p. brass flexible hose
(150cm long), with Hand Shower, with conical wall support.

Art.61090/B.ROYAL
Bath mixer with fork rest (3/4“x1/2“), with c. p. brass flexible hose
(150cm long), with Hand Shower, with conical wall support.

Art.61070/B.ROYAL
Bath mixer with built-in diverter with 1/2“ hose connection, with flexible
hose (150cm long), with Hand Shower, with conical wall support.

almanit export gmbh

B.1-2

Washbasin Mixers

Art.63004.ROYAL
Concealed 3-hole washbasin mixer with cast spout, with pop-up waste (1.1/4“).

Art.63012.ROYAL
One hole washbasin mixer with cast spout, with pop-up waste (1.1/4“).

Art.63034.ROYAL
One hole washbasin mixer with movable cast spout, with pop-up waste (1.1/4“).

almanit export gmbh

B.1-3

Bidet Mixers

Art.63024.ROYAL
Concealed (3-hole) bidet mixer with under shower, with pop-up waste .

Art.624451.ROYAL
One hole bidet mixer with cast spout with ball-joint aerator, with pop-up
waste (1.1/4“).

Art.624452.ROYAL
Heavy model one hole bidet mixer, with cast spout, with ball-joint
aerator, with pop-up waste (1./4“).

almanit export gmbh

B.1-4

almanit 2-handle mixers

KO S TA R

Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control with
regards to noise level and water flow.

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
B.2-1

Bath & Shower Mixers

Art.61080/B.KOSTAR
Bath mixer with fork rest (3/4“x1/2“), with c. p. brass flexible hose
(150cm long), with Hand Shower, with conical wall support.

Art.630170.KOSTAR
Bath and shower mixer with cast spout with built-in diverter, with 1/2“
hose connection.

almanit export gmbh

B.2-2

Washbasin Mixers

Art.63004.KOSTAR
Concealed 3-hole washbasin mixer with cast spout, with pop-up waste.

Art.63013.KOSTAR
Heavy model one hole washbasin mixer with pop-up waste (1.1/4“).

Art.63012.KOSTAR
One hole washbasin mixer with cast spout, with pop-up waste (1.1/4“).

almanit export gmbh

B.2-3

Bidet Mixers

Art.63024.KOSTAR
Concealed (3-hole) bidet mixer with under shower, with pop-up waste .

Art.624452.KOSTAR
Heavy model one hole bidet mixer, with cast spout, with ball-joint
aerator, with pop-up waste (1./4“).

Art.624451.KOSTAR
One hole bidet mixer with cast spout with ball-joint aerator, with pop-up.

almanit export gmbh

B.2-4

Kitchen Mixers

Art.630101.KOSTAR
One hole mixer with HU-Spout (150mm), with flexible connection hoses

Art.61030U.KOSTAR
Wall mounted sink mixer, with U-Spout (200mm), also available with
HU- (150mm) and S-Spout (200mm).

The KOSTAR Series is supplied with
a DIN model head work (1/2“) of long
life and exact flow control.
It can be supplied also with a ceramic
head work (90° or 180°) in case of
demand.
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B.2-5

almanit 2-handle mixers

T RA D I T I O N A L

Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
with regards to noise level and water flow.

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
B.3-1

Bath & Shower Mixers

Art.61080.TRADITIONAL
Bath mixer with cast spout, with 3/4“ outlet, with right/left diverter.

Art.61080/B.TRADITIONAL
Bath mixer with hand shower rest, with flexible hose with hand shower.

Art.630170.TRADITIONAL
Bath mixer, Jet Model, with flexible hose, with hand shower & wall Hook
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B.3-2

Bath & Shower Mixers

Art.63019.TRADITIONAL
Concealed bath mixer with 5-way cock, with cast spout, with shower arm, with
shower head, with flexible hose, with hand shower, with wall hook.

Art.63018.TRADITIONAL
Concealed bath mixer with 4-way cock, cast spout, shower arm & shower head.
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B.3-3

Washbasin Mixers

Art.63004.TRADITIONAL
Concealed 3-hole washbasin mixer with cast spout, with pop-up waste (1.1/4“).

Art.63004.TRADITIONAL
Concealed 3-hole washbasin mixer with movable cast spout with pop-up waste.

Art.63032.TRADITIONAL
One hole washbasin mixer with movable cast spout, with pop-up waste 1.1/4“.
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B.3-4

Washbasin Mixers

Art.63012.TRADITIONAL
c.p. brass one hole washbasin mixer with cast spout, with pop-up waste 1.1/4“.

Art.61172.TRADITIONAL
c.p. 2-hole washbasin/sink mixer with adjustable S-connections, with HU-Spout.

Art.6117.TRADITIONAL
c.p. brass 2-hole washbasin mixer with adjustable bridge, with HU-Spout (150mm).
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B.3-5

One-Hole Mixers

Art.63033.TRADITIONAL
One hole washbasin mixer with movable HU-spout, with pop-up waste 1.1/4“.

Art.630091.TRADITIONAL
c.p. brass One hole mixer with movable spout, with chain and counter weight.

Art.630100.TRADITIONAL
c.p. brass one hole mixer with movable HU-spout, with chain ring.
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B.3-6

One-Hole Mixers

Art.630102.TRADITIONAL
c.p. one hole mixer with movable spout, with brush hand shower and flex. hose.

Art.65060.TRADITIONAL
c.p. brass one hole tap with movable HU-spout, with 1/2“ threading.

Art.65065.TRADITIONAL
c.p. brass one hole washbasin tap, with cast spout fitted with aerator, 1/2“.
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B.3-7

Kitchen Mixers & Taps

Art.61030.TRADITIONAL
Wall sink mixer available in HU-, U– and S-Spout (18mm dim.) fitted with
perlator.

Art.630127U.TRADITIONAL
Wall sink tap available with HU– and U-Spout (18mm dim.) with perlator.

Art.630101.TRADITIONAL
One hole mixer with HU-Spout (200mmx18mm dim) with aerator, heavy model.
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B.3-8

Bidet Mixers

Art.63024.TRADITIONAL
c.p. concealed 3-hole bidet mixer with under shower, pop-up waste (1.1/4“).

Art.624451.TRADITIONAL
c.p. one hole bidet mixer with ball-joint aerator, with pop-up waste (1.1/4“).

Art.63025.TRADITIONAL
Concealed bidet 3-hole mixer with under shower, with pip-up waste (1.1/4“).
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B.3-9

Parts & Accessories

Traditional.1

Traditional.2

Traditional.3

Traditional.4

Our Traditional Series can be supplied with different types of handles:
+ Traditional 1: with c. p. 3 point crown handles.
+ Traditional 2: with c.p. TDL-handles.
+ Traditional 3: with Acrylic handles.
+ Traditional 3: with Acrylic handles.

Our Traditional Series are
supplied with high quality head
works manufactured to germen
standards which guarantees long
life and accurate temperature
choice.
AL-3

AL-2

AL-1

SPOUTS:
Most of the
mixers supplied
under this series
can be provided
with different
spout models in
a wide range of
sizes.

S-Spout

HU-Spout
U-Spout
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B.3-10

almanit 2-handle mixers

TRADITIONAL.3

Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
with regards to noise level and water flow.
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Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
B.4-1

Bath & Shower Mixers

Art.61080.TRADITIONAL.3
Bath mixer with cast spout, with 3/4“ outlet, with right/left diverter.

Art.630170.TRADITIONAL.3
Bath mixer, Jet Model, with flexible hose, with hand shower & wall Hook
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B.4-2

Washbasin Mixers

Art.6117.TRADITIONAL.3
c.p. brass 2-hole washbasin mixer with adjustable bridge, with HU-Spout (150mm).

Art.630101.TRADITIONAL.3
One hole mixer with HU-Spout (200mmx18mm dim) with aerator, heavy model.
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B.4-3

Kitchen Mixers & Taps

Art.61030HU.TRADITIONAL.3
Wall sink mixer available in HU-Spout (18mm dim.) fitted with perlator.
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B.4-4

almanit 2-handle mixers

TRADITIONAL.5

Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
with regards to noise level and water flow.

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
B.5-1

Bath & Shower Mixers

Art.630170.TRADITIONAL.5
Bath mixer, Jet Model, with flexible hose, with hand shower & wall
Hook, with FLORIDA type Handles, with 180° ceramic cartridges.
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B.5-2

Washbasin Mixers

Art.6117.TRADITIONAL.5
c.p. brass 2-hole washbasin mixer with adjustable bridge, with HU-Spout (150mm),
with FLORIDA type Handles, with 180° ceramic cartridges.

Art.63032.TRADITIONAL.5
One hole mixer with movable cast Spout with aerator, heavy model, with popup waste, with FLORIDA type Handles with 180° ceramic cartridges.
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B.5-3

Sink & Bidet Mixers

Art.61030HU.TRADITIONAL.5
Wall sink mixer available in HU-Spout (18mm dim.) fitted with perlator, with
FLORIDA type handles, with 180° ceramic cartridges.

Art.624451.TRADITIONAL.5
One hole bidet mixer with pop-up waste, with FLORIDA type handles, with
180° ceramic cartridges.
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B.5-4

almanit special mixers

T H E R M O S TAT I C

* ENERGY SAVING * SAFETY * RELIABILITY * COMFORT

Manufactured according to germen standards of quality control
with regards to noise level and water flow.
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Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
C.1-1

Bath & Shower

Art.670021.THERMOSTATIC
Thermostatic Bath mixer, wall mounted, with built-in diverter, with 1/2“
flexible hose connection.

Art.670011.THERMOSTATIC
Thermostatic Shower mixer, wall mounted, with 1/2“ hose connection.
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C.1-2

almanit special mixers

H O S P I TA L

Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
according to DIN 52218 and EN ISO 3822-2
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Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
C.2-1

Elbow-Action Mixers
Elbow-Action Anti-Scalding mixer with
bend connections (1/2“):

Art.8847 with reversing shower rose
Art.8848 with aerator
Inside-gauge : 160mm
: 240mm
Projection

Elbow-Action Anti-Scalding mixer with
pre-regulating valves, upper parts with
closed caps for socket wrench (1/2“):

Art.8845 with reversing shower rose
Art.8846 with aerator
Inside-gauge
Projection

: 160mm
: 240mm

Elbow-Action Anti-Scalding mixer with
pre-regulating valves, upper parts with
closed caps for socket wrench (1/2“):

Art.8865 with reversing shower rose
Art.8866 with aerator
Inside-gauge : adjustable 150-190mm
: 240mm
Projection
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C.2-2

Elbow-Action Mixers
Elbow-Action Anti-Scalding mixer with
pre-regulating valves, upper parts with
closed caps for socket wrench, with
swivel spout (1/2“):

Art.8877 with reversing shower rose
Art.8876 with aerator
Art.8875 with bordered spout

Elbow-Action Anti-Scalding mixer
pillar-type with pre-regulating valves,
upper parts with closed caps for socket
wrench (1/2“):

Art.8871 with reversing shower rose
Art.8871 with aerator
Inside-guage : 200mm
: 200mm
Height
: 175mm
Projection

Elbow-Action mixer with 2 arm levers,
with pre-regulating valves, upper parts
with closed caps for socket wrench (1/2“)

Art.8886 with reversing shower rose
Art.8887 with aerator
Inside-gauge : adjustable 165mm
: 200mm
Projection
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C.2-3

Elbow-Action Taps
Elbow-Action Bib cock (1/2“):

Art.8901 with reversing shower rose
Art.8902 with aerator
Art.8903 with swivel spout and aerator
Projection : 200mm

Elbow-Action Bib cock, with quick
rising spindle (1/2“):

Art.8646 with aerator
Arm lever : 90mm

Elbow-Action Bib cock, with quick
rising spindle (1/2“):

Art.8645
Arm lever : 90mm

Elbow-Action pillar tap with quick rising
spindle (1/2“):

Art.8647
Arm lever : 90mm
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C.2-4

Elbow-Action Fittings
Elbow-Action Mixer for dissecting-tables,
complete with hand shower, length of
feeding-pipe up to middle of mixer-body:
800mm (1/2“):

Art.8881 with bend connection
Art.8882 with pre-regulating valves,
with closed caps for socket
wrench.

Eye-shower for wall-connection,
chromed, self closing after keeping off
from lever (1/2“):

Art.8834

Foot-Action Mixer, special model for
wall-mounting (1/2“):

Art.8869 with bend connection
Art.8870 with pre-regulating valves
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C.2-5

Elbow-Action Fittings
Elbow-Action Waste (1.1/4“):

Art.8906 with overflow
Art.8907 without overflow

Reversible shower rose for jet and
shower:
A) female connecting threading
M22x1
B) 3/8“F x 3/8“
C) 1/2“F x 1/2“

Elbow-Action Stopcock all chrome
plated, with quick rising spindle
(1/2“):

Art.8648
Arm lever : 90mm

Elbow-Action built-in Stopcock,
with quick rising spindle, 1/2“, 3/4“
and 1“.

Art.8839
Arm lever : 90mm
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C.2-6

almanit special mixers

S e l f - C l o s i n g Ta p s

Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control with
regards to noise level and water flow.

Water is a precious resource. It is already running low in many countries.
Hot water is even more expensive. As to obtain hot water we use energy.
The planning of new public buildings must involve the execution of every
plant and installation useful to the preservation, saving and rational use of
water and energy. Whether in Factories, Schools, Hotels, Sport Centres,
Hospitals, Airports, Restaurants, Railway Stations, Prisons and in any
other public buildings hot and cold water must be saved without reducing
comfort and easiness of use.
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Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
C.3-1

Temporized Taps

Art.5001
Temporised pillar tap with press button, without water hammer.

Art.5002
Temporised wall mounted tap with press button, without water hammer.

Art.5003
Temporised wall mounted tap with press button, without water hammer.
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C.3-2

Temporized Taps

Art.5004
c.p. Temporised urinal tap with press button, without water hammer.

Art.5004B
ditto but with copper tube fitted with 1/2“ hexagonal nut & urinal rosette.

Art.5005

1/

2“

or

3/

4“

Temporised shower conceald tap, with press button, w/out water hammer

Art.5006
Temporied shower flowmeter with press button, w/out water hammer.
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C.3-3

Foot-Operated Fittings

Art.5007
Treadle battery without spout, without water hammer, with st. Steel plate.

Art.5009
chrome plated brass wall mounted mixer with foot pedal, without spouts.

chrome plated brass spouts for washbasin and bath in assorted models.
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C.3-4

Drinking Water Taps

Art.5008
chrome plated brass parabolic jet button tap, 1/2“, heavy model.

Art.5011

Art.5012

Art.5013

Art.5014

chrome plated brass push button glass filler in different models, 1/2“.

Art.5015

Art.5016

chrome plated brass push button taps, wall mounted, 1/2“.
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C.3-5

Electronic Water Taps

Art.5020
Vandal resistant basin tap, provided with mixer located below the basin.

Art.5022
vandal resistant tap, with or w/out mixer, with steel plate, with cast spout

Art.5024
Vandal resistant basin tap, with or w/out built-in mixer valve, mov. Spout
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C.3-6

Electronic Water Taps

Art.5025

TECHNICAL DATA

Sensor control mixer. The body in brass and
the unitised body in chrome plated aluminium have the components for the water
temperature control and the electronic sensor
which consumption is delimited to the real
using need thus delivering the needed
quantity at the required temperature.

Working Pressure: 0,05 – 0,6 Mpa
Water Temperature max: 80°C
Input: ½” connections
Recognition Range: 10-15cm adjustable
Electrical Connection: DC 6 V with 4 x
1,5 V alkaline batteries type AAA
Batteries Life: 2 years for 100 drives a day

The input with 4 x 1,5 V batteries allows in
every moment the installation of a one lever
mixer thus helping to cancel hydroelectric
interference risks. A luminous led informs
about the charging battery level.
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C.3-7

Electronic Water Taps

Art.5027
Sensor mixer managing correctly the hydro consumption, granting the highest hygienic
level. It is ideal for hospitals, public places and communities. The 3 control electronic
sensors (beam 12/20cm) control water delivery by delimiting the consumption to the real
using need, while a special device keeps constant the temperature set before thus granting
the highest comfort. All in chrome plated brass.
Technical Data:
Working Pressure: 0,05 – 0,6 Mpa
Input connections: ½”
Control Valve: special solenoid
Recognition Range: 12-20cm adjustable
Electrical Connection: DC 6 with 4 x 1,5 V alkaline batteries type AAA
Batteries Life: more than 1 year.
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C.3-8

Electronic Water Taps
Art.5021A:
Automatic washbasin tap, battery operated.
Art.5021B:
Same as above, but with transformer.
Art.5021C:
Similar to the above but with water mixing
unit, Battery operated.
Art.5021D:
Same as above but with water mixing unit,
with transformer.

Art.5023A:
Automatic washbasin mixer, battery operated.

Art.5023B:
Same as above, but with transformer.

Art.5030A:
Automatic Urinal
operated.

flush

valve,

battery

Art.5030B:
Same as above, but with transformer.
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C.3-9

almanit shower Accessories

Shower Fittings

* Hand Showers * Shower Sets * Flexible Hoses * Copper Tubes
Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
with regards to noise level and water flow.
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Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
D.1-1

Hand Shower Sets
VRIO 3

Art.6610: VARIO 3 massage hand shower set consisting of:
+ designer model VARIO 3 hand shower with three different shower
models infinitely adjustable from a stimulating normal jet, through a
pulsating mixed spray, to a 3 strong massaging jets. Available also with
an antiscale insert to guarantee long durability. Easy to open and
convenient to clean.
+ luxury wall fixing rail, 22mm dim., 60cm long, with locking conical
slide.
+ Tenyflx super shower hose, pressure tested, highly flexible.
+ luxury soap dish (optional).
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D.1-2

Hand Shower Sets
Regula

Art.6620:
REGULA hand shower set consisting of:
+ classical REGULA hand shower, infinitely
adjustable, provided with a hose link 1/2“.
+ c. p. brass flexible hose (150cm long) fitted
with 2 hexagonal nuts, 1/2“x1/2“
+ wall fixing rail with spigot slide, 18mm
dim., 60cm long.

Art.6625:
REGULA hand shower set consisting of:
+ classical REGULA hand shower, infinitely
adjustable.
+ c. p. brass flexible hose (150cm long) one
end fitted with a conical nut, other end fitted
with a hexagonal nuts, 1/2“x1/2“
+ wall fixing rail with self locking conical
slide, 18mm dim., 60cm long.
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D.1-3

Hand Shower Sets
AllStar & Crown

Art.6630:
AllStar hand shower set consisting of:
+ AllStar massage hand shower, infinitely
adjustable with 9-functions.
+ c. p. brass flexible hose (150cm long) with
one end fitted with a conical nut, other end
fitted with a hexagonal nut, 1/2“x1/2“.
+ wall fixing rail with conical slide, 18mm
dim., 60cm long.
+ with c. p. soap holder.

Art.6635:
CROWN hand shower set consisting of:
+ CROWN massage hand shower, infinitely
adjustable with 8-functions.
+ c. p. brass flexible hose (150cm long) with
one end fitted with a conical nut, other end
fitted with a hexagonal nut, 1/2“x1/2“.
+ wall fixing rail with conical slide, 18mm
dim., 60cm long.
+ with c. p. soap holder.
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D.1-4

Hand Shower Sets
Top 3& Top 5

Art.6640:
TOP 3 hand shower set consisting of:
+ TOP 3 massage hand shower, infinitely
adjustable with 3-functions.
+ c. p. brass flexible hose (150cm long)
with one end fitted with a conical nut, other
end fitted with a hexagonal nut, 1/2“x1/2“.
+ wall fixing rail with conical slide, 18mm
dim., 60cm long.
+ with c. p. soap holder.

Art.6645:
TOP 5 hand shower set consisting of:
+ TOP 5 massage hand shower, infinitely
adjustable with 5-functions.
+ c. p. brass flexible hose (150cm long)
with one end fitted with a conical nut, other
end fitted with a hexagonal nut, 1/2“x1/2“.
+ wall fixing rail with conical slide, 18mm
dim., 60cm long.
+ with c. p. soap holder.
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D.1-5

Hand Shower Sets
EXCLUSIVE & SUPREME

Art.6660:
EXCLUSIVE hand shower set consisting of:
+ EXCLUSIVE massage hand shower, infinitely
adjustable with 3-functions.
+ c. p. brass flexible hose (150cm long) with one
end fitted with a conical nut, other end fitted
with a hexagonal nut, 1/2“x1/2“.
+ wall fixing rail with conical slide, 24mm dim.,
60cm long.
+ soap holder.

Art.6670:
SUPREME hand shower set consisting of:
+ SUPREME massage hand shower, infinitely adjustable with 2-functions.
+ c. p. brass SUPREME flexible hose (150cm
long) with one end fitted with a conical nut,
other end fitted with a hexagonal nut,
1/2“x1/2“
+ wall fixing rail with conical slide, 24mm
dim., 60cm long.
+ soap holder.
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D.1-5a

Hand Showers

Art.8015
8-Functions shower
CROWN

Art.8025
9-Functions shower
ALLSTAR

Art.8020
3-Functions shower
TOP 3

Art.8030
5-Functions shower
TOP 5

Art.8040
5-Functions shower
SPAR

Art.8050
4-Functions shower
VARIO 3

Art.8045
3-Functions shower
REGULA

Art.8200
1-Function shower
STAR
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D.1-6

Shower Heads & Arms

Art.5010
Art.5020
2-Functions shower 2 - F u n c t i o n s
head, with ball joint shower
head,
connection, 1/2“.
with ball joint
connection, 1/2“

Art.81387
Steel shower rose
(85mm dim) x 1/2“

Art.6010
Shower arm with
shower head fitted
with a ball joint union

Art.5025
3 -Fu nc t io ns
shower head
with ball joint
connection

Art.6086
Shower
union
with ball joint
and rosette, 1/2“

Art.6020
Shower arm with
shower head fitted
with ball joint union
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Art.5030
3-Funct ions
shower head
with ball joint
connection

Art.6076
Shower
union
with ball joint
1/2“

Art.6030
Shower arm with
shower head fitted
with a ball joint union

D.1-7

Hand Shower
Accessories

Art.6900
conical wall hook
simple model

Art.6903
2-way conical wall
bracket

Art.6905
3-way conical wall
bracket

Art.6904
2-way conical
wall bracket

Art.6907
3-way conical wall
bracket

Art.6531
Link for shower hose
1/2“ x 3/4“

Art.6531
Link for shower
hose 1/2“ x 3/4“

Art.6911
Fork rest for hand
shower 1/2“ x 3/4“

Art.6533
Wall spigot for
Art.6531
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D.1-8

Shower Mixer
Attachments

Art.200:
chrome plated brass
stand pipe, one
bordered end fitted
with a 3/4“ hexagonal nut, other end
with 1/2“ threading,
with or without
shower rose (85mm
dim.) with wall clip.

Art.250:
chrome plated brass
stand pipe in 2 pcs,
one end fitted with a
3/4“ hexagonal nut,
other end with 1/2“
threading,
w it h
shower rose (1/2“x
85mm dim.), with 3way cock, with
flexible hose 125cm
long, with hand
shower, with wall
support, with wall
clip.
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D.1-9

SUPREME
Flexible Hose

Art.8138AG:
SUPREME brass flexible hose, heavy model, of 14mm diam., with
brass nipple, embossed with „Made in Germany“, one end fitted with
a chrome plated conical nut, other end fitted with a chrome plated
hexagonal nut, 1/2“x1/2“, with washers, packed each piece in a sales
carton, available in the lengths: 120, 150 and 180cm.
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D.1-10a

Flexible Hoses
Art.8138C
chrome plated brass flexible hose of 14mm
dim., with one end fitted with a hexagonal
nut, other end fitted with a conical nut, with
washers, embossed with ALMANIT brand
name and with MADE IN GERMANY.
Available Sizes (cm)
30

35

40

45

60

80

90 100 120 125 150 180

Connection Sizes
1/2“ x 1/2“

1/2“ 3/4“

3/4“ x 3/4

Art.8138
ditto but both ends fitted with c. p. brass
hexagonal nuts.

Art.8138WC
chrome plated brass bidet flexible hose of
14mm dim.,with one end fitted with a c. p.
brass hexagonal nut (1/2“), other end fitted
with a chrome plated brass nozzle with ring,
with wall hook, with washer. Embossed with
ALMANIT brand and with MADE IN
GERMANY.
Available Sizes (cm)
90

100

120
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D.1-10

Flexible Hoses
Art.8138P
PVC white flexible hose of 14mm dim., with
c. p. brass hexagonal nuts, with washers,
embossed with MADE IN GERMANY.
Available Sizes (cm)
30

35

40

45

60

80

90 100 120 125 150 180

Art.8139P
Biflex plastic flexible hose of 14mm dim.,
with one end fitted with a conical nut, other
end fitted with a hexagonal nut, 1/2“x1/2“,
available in different colour combinations.
Available Sizes (cm)
120

150

180

200

Art.8140P
EXQUISITE plastic flexible hose of 14mm
dim., with one end fitted with a conical nut,
other end fitted with a hexagonal nut,
1/2“x1/2“, with washers, embossed MADE
IN GERMANY.
Available Sizes (cm)
120

150

180

200
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D.1-11

Wire Flexible Hoses
Art.8145
Stainless steel wire flexible hose (7 braid),
EPDM hose, brass nipple with washer, ends
fitted with c. p. brass hexagonal nuts.

Art.8155
ditto but Aluminium alloy braid.
Available Sizes (cm)
30

35

40

50

60

80

90

100 120 125 150 180

Connection Sizes
3/8“x3/8“

3/8“x1/2“

1/2“x1/2“

1/2“x3/4“

3/4“x3/4“

Working Temp. : to 95°C
Working Pressure: 10 bar

Art.8146
Stainless steel wire flexible hose (7 braid),
EPDM hose, one end fitted with a brass nipple
with washer with a c. p. brass
hexagonal
nut, other end fitted with a male threading.

Art.8156
ditto but Aluminium alloy braid.
Available Sizes (cm)
30

35

40

50

60

Working Temp. : to 95°C
Working Pressure: 10 bar

Connection Sizes
M1/2“xF3/8“

M1/2“xF1/2“

M1/2“xF3/4“

M3/4“xF1/2“

M3/4“xF3/4“

Art.8147
Stainless steel wire mixer connection hose (7
braid), EPDM hose, one end fitted with a
brass nipple with washer with a c. p. brass
hexagonal nut, other end fitted with a male
threading, 35cm long (sizes: M8xF3/8“,
M8xF1/2“, M10xF3/8“, M10xF1/2“).

Art.8156
ditto but Aluminium alloy braid.
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D.1-12

Copper Pipes &
Hoses
Art.18
chrome plated copper tube, 10mm
dim., bordered ends, with hexagonal
nuts, with washers.
Available Sizes (cm)
30

40

45

50

60

Connection Sizes
1/2“ x 1/2“

1/2“x3/4“

3/4“ x 3/4“

Art.15
chrome plated copper tube, 10mm
dim., one end bordered with c. p.
hexagonal nut (1/2“ or 3/4“), other
end plain.
Available Sizes (cm)
30

40

45

50

60

Art.16
chrome plated connection copper tube
for mixers, 35cm long, with male
threading (M8 or M10).
Art.6811
chrome plated brass squeeze nut, with
brass conical ring, with brass washer
and rubber washer.
Available Sizes
3/8“x8mm

3/8“x10mm

1/2“x8mm

1/2“x10mm
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D.1-13

Flexible Copper Hoses
Art.813800
chrome plated flexible copper tube,
14mm dim., both ends bordered, with
hexagonal nuts, with washers.
Available Sizes (cm)
30

40

45

50

60

Connection Sizes
1/2“ x 1/2“

1/2“x3/4“

3/4“ x 3/4“

Art.813801
chrome plated flexible copper tube,
14mm dim., one end bordered, with
hexagonal nut, other end with male
threading.
Available Sizes (cm)
30

40

45

50

60

Connection Sizes
1/2“ x 1/2“

1/2“x3/4“

3/4“ x 3/4“
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D.1-14

almanit export gmbh

Shower Column &
G l a s s Wa s h b a s i n

Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany

almanit export gmbh
Wartenau 7 22089 Hamburg Germany
Tel.: 0049 40 2513347 Fax: 0049 40 2513681
eMail: info@almanit.de Homepage: www.almanit.com

D.1-15

Shower Column

Art.AL-214
Shower Column with one lever concealed
shower mixer, with adjustable shower head,
with build-in shower jet-nozzles.
Size: 1830x60x120mm

Art.AL-102
Shower Column with one lever
concealed shower mixer, with adjus table shower head, with build -in shower
jet-nozzles, with flexible hose and with
hand shower.
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D.1-16

Shower Column

Art.AL-103
Shower Column with concealed shower
mixer, with adjustable shower head, with
build-in shower jet-nozzles, with flexible hose
(150cm long), with Hand shower.

Art.AL-105
Shower Column with concealed shower
mixer, with adjustable shower head, with
build-in shower jet-nozzles, with flexible
hose (150cm), with extractable Hand shower.
Size: 1860 x 300 x 230mm
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D.1-17

Shower Column

Art.AL-107
Shower Column with concealed one lever
shower mixer, with adjustable shower head,
with build-in shower jet-nozzles.
Size: 1180 x 340 x 140mm

Art.AL-108
Shower Column with concealed one lever
shower mixer, with adjustable shower head,
with build-in shower jet-nozzles.
Size: 1120 x 340 x 140mm
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D.1-18

G l a s s Wa s h b a s i n

Art.AL-302
Glass washbasin with shelf and
Pedestal, designer model, available
with or without mixer.

Art.AL-305
Glass washbasin with shelf and
Pedestal, designer model, available
with or without mixer, with Mirror.

Art.AL-307
Glass washbasin with shelf and
Pedestal, designer model, available
with or without mixer, with Mirror.
almanit export gmbh

D.1-19

almanit showers & co.

S H AT TA F S E T S

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
D.2-1

Select Shattaf Set

Art.38801

Art.38802

Art.38803

Art.38804

Art.38805

Art.38806

Art.38807

Art.38808

Art.38809

Brass made flush shower with new press mechanism, with aerator, 1/2“
threading, available in different models and finishes.
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D.2-2

Select Shattaf Set

Flexible Hose
Art.38810

Wall Rosette
Art.38812
Art.38811

Wall Hook
Art.38813

Art.38814

Compression

Art.38815

Art.38816

Ceramic 90°

Art.388xx
Brass made angle valve with ceramic head work (90°), with brass lever
handle, in different models and finishes, 1/2“x1/2“, with wall rosette.
Art.8138C
Brass made flexible hose fitted with a conical nut, 150cm long.
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D.2-3

Almanit & Germanit
Shattaf Sets

Art.388AC/8138C

Art.388AW/8138C

ALMANIT Shattaf Set is consisting of:
Flush shower with brass inner tube, printed with ALMANIT brand name + wall hook with screw set + c. p. brass flexible hose fitted with a
conical nut, 120cm long, embossed MADE IN GERMANY.

Art.388GC/8138C

Art.388GC/8138C

GERMANIT Shattaf Set is consisting of:
Flush shower printed with GERMANIT brand name + wall hook with
screw set + c. p. brass flexible hose fitted with a conical nut, 120cm
long, embossed MADE IN GERMANY.
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D.2-4

almanit valves and taps

VA LV E S & B I B C O C K S

* Angle valves * Stop Cocks * Gate Valves * Ball Valves
* WC-Flush Valves * Urinal Flush Valves * Safety Valves
* Check Valves * Bib cocks * 3-Way Valves
Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
with regards to noise level and water flow.

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
E.1-1

Angle Valves
1/2“

1/2“

87mm

Art.6114
c.p. brass angle valve, long model,
with
c. p. 3 point crown handle,
1/2“ x 1/2“, embossed with ALMANIT
brand name and with GERMANY.

Art.6114S
ditto but single packing.

Art.6115
chrome plated brass angle valve,
heavy model, with ceramic head work
(90°), with c. p. 3 point crown handle,
1/2“x1/2.

Art.6116
ditto but with compression head work

Art.6115S/Art.6116S
above angle valves are also available in single packing.
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E.1-2

Angle Valves

Art.6119S
chrome plated brass angle valve, long
model, with c. p. round handle,
1/2“x3/8“, with squeeze nut (3/8“x10mm
dim.) embossed with NIL brand name.

Art.6120S
ditto but with long squeeze nut.

Art.6121
chrome plated brass angle valve combination, 1/2“x3/8“x10mm dim., with 3/4“
outlet / connection, with sliding rosette.

Art.6118
chrome plated brass squeeze nut with
brass ring, brass washer and rubber
washer.
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E.1-3

Stop Cocks and
Gate Valves

Art.61150
concealed stop cock, forged brass, with sliding rosette and 3 point crown handle.
Ideal for heating and Sanitary applications.
Nominal Pressure
: PN 16
Working Temperature: -10°C to +100°C
Sizes Available
: 1/2“, 3/4“, 1“

Art.7210
Hot pressed brass gate valve with red wheel handle, non-rising spindle, PN10.
Available Sizes: 3/8“, 1/2“, 3/4“, 1“, 1.1/4“, 1./2“, 2“, 2.1/2“, 3“, 4“.

Art.7220
Ditto but heavier execution, PN16
Available Sizes: 1/2“, 3/4“, 1“, 1.1/4“, 1./2“, 2“, 2.1/2“, 3“, 4“.
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E.1-4

Ball Valves

A

1/2“

3/4“

1“

1.1/4“ 1.1/2“

2“

2.1/2“

3“

4“

DN

15

19

24,50

32

40

50

63

80

100

B

57

69

80

92

100

123

149

170

185

C

92

115

115

125

150

150

240

240

310

D

43

52

56

71

81

89

117

135

165

Art.9640
n. p. brass ball valve, full bore, with red aluminium handle, female x female.

A

1/2“

3/4“

1“

1.1/4“ 1.1/2“

2“

2.1/2“

3“

DN

15

19

24,50

32

40

50

63

80

B

47,50

51

60,15

66

80

92

104

141

C

41

43

52

56

71

81

103

116

D

92

92

92

115

125

150

150

240

Art.9645
n. p. brass ball valve, half bore, with red aluminium handle, female x female.
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E.1-5

WC-Flush Valves

Art.64011: WC-Flush valve, push button operated, mechanically
released, without hammer, with a strong flow also at low pressure,
easy to press even at high water pressure.

Technical Information

Hydraulic Norm

:

DN 3265

PRESSURE

Noise Level Norm :

DN 4109

Nominal Diameter:

DN 25 / 1“

LT/MIN 1“

1 bar

36

2 bar

75

3 bar

99

4 bar

105

5 bar

108

6 bar

110

INSTALLATION: it is necessary to
install a filter and clean pipes. The correct
functioning is guaranteed only where the
water is free from impurities.
DISASSEMBLY: for replacement first
unfasten the chrome rosette, then
unscrew the screw.

Repairing:
+ flush valve does not close correctly: check he rubbers and / or clean
the inside head of the flush valve.

+ flush valve closes too quickly: check the rubbers.
+ flush valve has inadequate rate of flow: check the size of pipes
mounted before the flush valve and make sure that the filter is clean.
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E.1-6

WC-Flush Valves

Art.64012: NIL brand WC-Flusher, smart and functional designee,
quiet and economical, easy to fit, robust and reliable function,
insensitive to dirt due to self-cleaning jet-bore.
Hydraulic Norm

:

DN 3265

Noise Level Norm :

DN 4109

Nominal Diameter:

DN 20 / 3/4“

Dynamic Pressure:

1,2—4,0 bar

FUNCTION: each time the flusher
is operated, a steel pin cleans the
pressure-balance bore of the flusher
piston. This guarantees blockage
free functioning.

Art.64013: NIL brand concealed WC–
Flush valve with push-button operation,
with chrome plated surface cover plate,
with flush pipe.

Technical Data
Connection Thread :

3/4“

Flush Volume

:

between 5—13 litres

Flow Pressure

:

1,2—5,0 bar
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E.1-7

Urinal Flush Valves

Art.64015: NIL brand Urinal-Flusher with flush pipe, smart and
functional designee, quiet and economical, easy to fit, robust & reliable
function, insensitive to dirt due to self-cleaning jet-bore.
Flush Volume: 3,0l.
Hydraulic Norm

:

DN 3265

Noise Level Norm :

DN 4109

Nominal Diameter:

DN 15 / 1/2“

Dynamic Pressure:

1,0—4,0 bar

FUNCTION: each time the flusher
is operated, a steel pin cleans the
pressure-balance bore of the flusher
piston. This guarantees blockage
free functioning.

Art.64017:

NIL brand UrinalFlusher with flush pipe, with wall
rosette, with top press button.
Flush Volume: 3,0l.

Technical Data
Hydraulic Norm

:

DN 3265

Noise Level Norm :

DN 4109

Nominal Diameter:

DN 15 / 1/2“

Dynamic Pressure:

1,0—4,0 bar
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E.1-8

Safety Valves

Art.67011: Nickel plated brass automatic airvent with brass plug, heavy model, single packing.

Dimensions
R

D

h

H

L

g

1/2“

40mm

52mm

73mm

50mm

200gm

Technical Data
Max. Pressure

Max. Temp.

10 bar

110°C

Art.67010: Nickel plated brass automatic
air-vent, angle type, with brass plug, heavy
model, single packing.

Technical Data
Max. Pressure

Max. Temp.

10 bar

110°C
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E.1-9

Check Valves

A

1/2“

3/4“

1“

11/4“ 11/2“

B

44

52

62

72

PN

12

12

12

10

21/2“

80

93

116 134 164

10

10

8

3“

4“

2“

8

8

Art.69010
pressed brass check valve with fibre cap gasket, for sanitary, hydro and heating
applications. Female threading
Temperature : 0 to + 80°C
Nominal Pressure: max. 12 bar

A

3/8“ 1/2“

3/4“

1“

B

56

PN

16

11/4“ 11/2“

2“

57

66

80

92

101 123

16

16

16

16

16

16

Art.69011
pressed brass check valve with oblique seat, with st. steel sieve for sanitary,
hydro and heating applications. Female threading.
Temperature : 0 to + 100°C
Nominal Pressure: max. 16 bar.
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E.1-10

Check Valves

A

1/2“

3/4“

1“

11/4“ 11/2“

2“

B

34,7 42,7 47,5 60,7 69,7 84,7 100

C

47

54

59

67

75

82

PN

12

12

12

10

10

10

21/2“

3“

4“

124 155

95,5 102 118

8

8

8

Art.69015
pressed brass check valve, with st. steel spring, suitable for sanitary and heating
applications, suitable for Vertical/Horizontal installations. Female threading.
Temperature : 0 to + 80°C
Nominal Pressure: max. 12 bar.

A

1/2“

3/4“

1“

11/4“ 11/2“

2“

21/2“

B

34,7 42,7 47,5 60,7 69,7 84,7 100

C

76

84,5

97

106

122

144

156

PN

10

10

10

8

8

8

6

3“

4“

124 155
179 205

6

6

Art.69017
pressed brass foot valve, with st. steel spring and filter mesh, suitable for
suction lift of water and oil. Female threading.
Temperature: 0 to + 80°C
Nominal Pressure: max. 10 bar.
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E.1-11

Bib Cocks
Dimensions
Ge

H

L

1/2“

86

100

Art.68800
chrome plated brass Bib cock with T-handle.

Max. Temperature: 120 °C

Nominal Pressure : max. 16 bar.

Dimensions
Ge

H

L

1/2“

116

107

3/4“

147

118

1“

147

130

Art.68900
chrome plated brass bib cock, polished, with T-handle, with hose-union (1/2”).

Max. Temperature: 120 °C

Nominal Pressure: max. 16 bar.

Art.68910
same as above but with upper part for key, with key (against vandalism and miss-use).
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E.1-12

Bib Cocks

Art.698
chrome plated brass long shank bib cock of 150mm projection, with 1/2“ head work,
with 3 point crown handle, size: 1/2“.

Art.698Z
same as above but made of zamak, with 1/2“ or 3/8“ head work.

Art.696
chrome plated brass short bib cock with 10cm long projection, with 1/2“ brass head
work, with 3 point crown handle, size: 1/2“.

Art.697
same as above but with provided with brass aerator, size: 1/2“.

Art.6910
n. p. brass ball valve bib cock with red
aluminium handle, with hose connection.

Available in size: 1/2“, 3/4“, 1“
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E.1-13

3-way-Valve

Art.63120
chrome plated brass 3-way valve with
pull-knob.
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DIMENSIONS
Ge Ga

H

L

D

3/4“ 1/2“

65

81

30

E.1-14

almanit fittings

B RA S S F I T T I N G S

Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
F.1-1

Brass Fittings
Art.1513
Bib cock prolongation, annealed brass,
manufactured according to DIN 3523,
available raw or chrome plated (highly
polished), male x female threading.
Available in the sizes:
3/8“x3/8“ (lengths: 10 to 100mm)
1/2“x/2“ (lengths: 10 to 100mm)
3/4“x3/4“ (lengths: 10 to 100mm)
1“ x 1“ (lengths: 15 to 100mm)

Art.1521
All threaded Nipple, annealed brass, raw,
male threading according to DIN 259.
Available in the sizes:
3/8“
3/4“
1.1/4“
2“

1/2“
1“
1.1/2“

Art.1522
Double Nipple with hexagonal nut,
annealed brass, threading according to
DIN 2999, available raw or chrome
plated, male x male threading.
Available in the sizes:
3/8“
1.1/4“

1/2“
1.1/2“

3/4“
2“

1“

Art.1531
Reducing Nipple with hexagonal nut,
annealed brass, threading according to
DIN 2999, available raw or chrome
plated, male x female threading.
Available in the sizes:
(1/2“x3/8“) (3/4“x3/8“) (3/4“ x 1/2“)
(1“ x 1/2“ ) (1“ x 3/4“ ) (1.1/4“ x 3/4“)
(1.1/4“x1“) (1.1/2“x1“) (1.1/2“x1.1/4“)
(2“ x 1“) (2“x1.1/4“) (2“ x 1.1/2“)
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F.1-2

Brass Fittings
Art.1523
Double Nipple with hexagonal nut,
with 2 squeeze nuts, annealed brass,
threading according to DIN 2999,
chrome plated, male x male threading.
Available in the sizes:
(3/8“x3/8“x10mm dim.)
(1/2“x1/2“x10mm dim.)
(1/2“x1/2“x12mm dim.)

Art.1541
Reducing Nipple with hexagonal nut,
annealed brass, male threading
according to DIN 2999, female threading
according to DN 259, available raw or
chrome plated. Available in the sizes:
(1/2“x3/8“)
(1“ x 1/2“ )
(1.1/4“x1“)
(2“ x 1“)

(3/4“x3/8“) (3/4“ x 1/2“)
(1“ x 3/4“ ) (1.1/4“ x 3/4“)
(1.1/2“x1“) (1.1/2“x1.1/4“)
(2“x1.1/4“) (2“ x 1.1/2“)

Art.1525
Reducing Nipple with hexagonal nut,
with squeeze nut, annealed brass, male
threading according to DIN 2999, available raw or chrome plated.
Available in the sizes:
(1/2“x3/8“x10mm dim.)
(1/2“x1/2“x10mm dim.)
(1/2“x1/2“x12mm dim.)

Art.1551
Sleeve, annealed brass, female threading
according to DIN 259, available raw or
chrome plated.
Available in the sizes:
3/8“
1.1/4“

1/2“
1.1/2“

3/4“
2“

1“
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F.1-3

Brass Fittings
Art.1542
Reduction piece, round, annealed brass,
male x female, threading according to
DIN 259, available raw or chrome plated
(highly polished).
Available in the sizes:
(3/8“Mx1/2“F) (3/8“Mx3/4“F)
(1/2“Mx3/4“F) (1/2“M x 1“ F)
(3/4“Mx1/2“F) (3/4“M x 1“ F)

Art.1552
Reducing Sleeve, annealed brass, female
threading according to DN 259, available
raw or chrome plated.
Available in the sizes:
(1/2“x 3/8“) (3/4“ x 1/2“)
(1“ x 1/2“) (1“ x 3/4“ )
(1.1/4“x 1“) (1.1/2“x1.1/4“)
(2“x 1.1/2“)

Art.1612
Elbow, 90°, annealed brass, female
threading according to DIN 259,
available raw or chrome plated.
Available in the sizes:
3/8“
1/2“
3/4“
1“
1.1/4“

Art.1611
Elbow, 90°, annealed brass, male x male,
threading according to DIN 259,
available raw or chrome plated.
Available in the sizes:
3/8“

1/2“

3/4“

1“
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F.1-4

Brass Fittings
Art.1613
Elbow, 90°, annealed brass, male x
female , threading according to DIN 259,
available raw or chrome plated (highly
polished).
Available in the sizes:
(3/8“Mx3/8“F)
(3/4“Mx3/4“F)
(1.1/4“Mx1.1/4“F)

(1/2“Mx1/2“F)
(1“ M x 1“ F)

Art.1626
Reducing T-piece, annealed brass, female
threading according to DN 259, available
raw or chrome plated.
Available in the sizes:
(3/4“ x 1/2“)
(1“ x 3/4“ )

Art.1622
Equal T-piece, annealed brass, female
threading according to DIN 259,
available raw or chrome plated.
Available in the sizes:
3/8“
1/2“
3/4“
1“
1.1/4“

Art.1751
Plug, annealed brass, female threading
according to DIN 259, available raw or
chrome plated.
Available in the sizes:
3/8“
1.1/4“

1/2“
1.1/2“

3/4“
2“

1“
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F.1-5

Brass Fittings
Art.1527
Long Nipple, annealed brass, male x
male, threading according to DIN 2999,
available raw or chrome plated.
Available in the sizes:
(1/2“x1/2“
(3/4“x3/4“
(1“ x 1“
(1.1/4“x1.1/4“
(1.1/2“x1.1/2“
(2“ x 2“

: 40 to 200mm long)
: 40 to 200mm long)
: 40 to 200mm long)
: 60 to 200mm long)
: 60 to 200mm long)
: 60 to 200mm long)

Art.1614
Elbow, 45°, annealed brass, female
threading according to DN 259, available
raw or chrome plated.
Available in the sizes:
3/8“
3/4“

1/2“
1“

Art.1632
Cross, annealed brass, female threading
according to DIN 259, available raw or
chrome plated.
Available in the sizes:
3/8“
1/2“
3/4“
1“

Art.666
Connection union for water meters,
annealed brass, with hexagonal nut and
male threading, according to DIN 2999,
available raw or chrome plated.
Available in the sizes:
1/2“
1.1/4“

3/4“
1.1/2“

1“
2“
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F.1-6

a l m a n i t Tr a p s & Wa s t e s

T RA P S & WA S T E S

Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
G.1-1

Brass Bottle Traps
A

1.1/4“ 1.1/2“

B

32

40

D

60

50

Art.7124
chrome plated brass bottle trap with 120mm inlet tube, with 200mm outlet tube,
with wall flange, with 50mm dim. cup.
Available Sizes: 1.1/4“ and 1.1/2“.

Art.7124/7121
same as above but provided with waste and plug. Can be supplied with or
without chain.
Available Sizes: 1.1/4“ and 1.1/2“.

A

1.1/4“

B

32

Art.7128
chrome plated brass bidet bottle trap with 80mm inlet tube, with 200mm outlet
tube, with wall flange, with 50mm dim. cup.
Available Size: 1.1/4“.
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G.1-2

Brass Traps

Art.7125
chrome plated brass P-trap with 120mm inlet tube, with 200mm outlet tube,
with wall flange.

Available Size: 1.1/4“ x 32.

Art.71251
chrome plated brass bidet P-trap with 120mm inlet tube, with 200mm outlet
tube, with wall flange.

Available Size: 1.1/4“ x 32.
Max.550mm

Art.792
chrome plated brass double sink connection, adjustable (distance up to 550mm).

Available Size: 1.1/2“x1/2“x1/2“.
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G.1-3

Brass Wastes

Art.7121
universal brass waste with st. steel plate, with screw 55mm long, with plug and
chain.
Available Size: 1.1/4“ x 65mm dim.

Art.7122a
universal brass waste with st. steel plate, with 75mm screw, with plug and chain
Available Size: 1.1/4“ x 80mm dim. 1.1/2“ x 80mm dim.

Art.70390
c.p. metal pop-up waste with screw-in waste with plug, with lever system.
Available Size: 1.1/4“.
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G.1-4

Plastic Bottle Traps

Art.7124P
white plastic bottle trap with 120mm inlet tube, with 200mm outlet tube, with
wall flange, with 60mm dim. cup.
Available Sizes: 1.1/4“ and 1.1/2“.

Art.7124P/7121P
same as above but provided with waste (65mm dim.), plug and chain (250mm).
Available Size: 1.1/4“.

Art.71240P
same as above but with combined waste, with plug and chain.
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Size: 1.1/4“.
G.1-5

Plastic Traps
65

40

Art.7124P/7122aP
white plastic bottle trap with 120mm inlet tube, with 200mm outlet tube, with
wall flange, with 60mm dim. cup.
Available Size: 1.1/2“.

85

40

Art.7124P/7122bP
same as above but provided with 85mm dim. waste, with plug and chain.

Available Size: 1.1/2“.

Art.7125P
white plastic P-trap with 200mm inlet tube, with 200mm outlet tube, with wall
flange.
Available Sizes: 1.1/4“ and 1.1/2“.
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G.1-6

Plastic Traps

Art.71251PU
white plastic P-trap with 120mm inlet tube, with 200mm outlet tube, with wall
flange.
Available Size: 1.1/2“.

Art.71252PU
same as above but with hose connection, with wall flange.

Size: 1.1/2“.

Art.792P
white plastic double sink connection, adjustable (distance up to 550mm).

Available Size: 1.1/2“x1/2“x1/2“.
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G.1-7

Plastic Wastes

Art.7121P
universal plastic waste with st. steel plate, with screw 55mm long, with plug and
chain.
Available Size: 1.1/4“ x 65mm dim.

Art.7122aP
universal plastic waste with st. steel plate, with 75mm screw, with plug & chain.

Available Sizes: 1.1/4“ x 80mm dim.

1.1/2“ x 80mm dim.

Art.7123P
plastic long waste for sinks, with st. steel plate, with plug and chain with stay.
Available Size: 1.1/2“x70mm dim.
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G.1-8

Plastic Wastes

Art.71215P
plastic waste with over-flow connection, with flexible (or rigid) connection hose,
with plug and chain.
Available Size: 1.1/2“ x 70mm dim.

Art.71217P
plastic basket strainer waste with s. steel plate.

Size: 1.1/2“ x 115mm dim.

Art.70390
plastic pop-up waste with screw-in waste with plug, with lever system.

Available Size: 1.1/4“.
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Over-Flow Wastes

Art.70101
Automatic Bath-Waste and Over-Flow with flexible copper connection pipe,
with brass pop-up waste.
Available Size: 1.1/2“.

Art.70100
Automatic Bath-Waste and Over-Flow, heavy model, with brass connection
pipe, with brass pop-up waste.
Available Size: 1.1/2“.

Art.71341
Bath-Waste and Over-Flow, with brass over-flow and brass pop-up waste, with
plastic connection pipe (rigid or flexible).
Available Size: 1.1/2“.
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G.1-10

Over-Flow Wastes

Art.70101P
Automatic plastic Bath-Waste and Over-Flow with flexible plastic connection
pipe, with plastic pop-up waste.
Available Size: 1.1/2“.

Art.70100P
Automatic plastic Bath-Waste and Over-Flow, heavy model, with plastic
connection pipe, with plastic pop-up waste.
Available Size: 1.1/2“.

Art.71340P
plastic Bath-Waste and Over-Flow, with plastic over-flow and plastic pop-up
waste, with plastic connection pipe (rigid or flexible).
Available Size: 1.1/2“.
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G.1-11

Brass Bath Traps

Art.70325
brass bath trap with cap and lining.
Available Size: 1.1/2“x 38mm dim.

Art.7133
cast brass bath trap with or with lining.
Available Size: 1.1/2“x 38mm dim.

Art.71202
brass cap and elbow with washer.
Available Size: 1.1/2“x 38mm dim.
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G.1-12

Plastic Bath Traps

Art.7363P
plastic bath trap with cap and lining.
Available Size: 1.1/2“x 1.1/2“.

Art.7133P
plastic bath trap with or without tailpiece.
Available Sizes: 1.1/2“x 40mm dim. & 1.1/2“x 50mm dim.

Art.7133“P
plastic shower trap with or without nut and washer.
Available Size: 1.1/2“x 40mm dim.
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G.1-13

St. Steel floor Drains

127
125

Art.7000 A
Stainless steel drain waste cover (strainer), AISI 304 grade A material, highly
polished, each piece consisting of 3 parts: frame, grid and lid.
Size: 200 x 200mm Outlet: 115mm dim. Weight: abt.950gm.

Art.7000 B
Stainless steel drain waste cover (strainer), AISI 304 grade A material, highly
polished, each piece consisting of 3 parts: frame, seal rubber and a lid fixed with
st. steel screws on the frame.
Size: 200 x 200mm Outlet: 115mm dim. Weight: abt.900gm
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G.1-14

almanit traps and wastes

F l a p Tr a p s
NEW

NEW PATENT

Art.7050
Drain Flap Trap
* Anti-insect: prevents cockroach/insects from entering through the drainage pipe. It
makes it also difficult for rats and other small animals to enter the premises.
* Anti-Odder: decreases the bad smell coming from the drainage pipes.
* Anti-Backflow: helps to minimize/prevent backwater if / when pipes are blocked.
* possible to install on existing and/or new pipe lines.
* can be dismantled or replaced at any time in case of need.
* easy to clean.
* designed so that it opens at minimum water flow.
* size: made to fit drainage pipes of 4” diameter.

Sanitary Fittings Made in Germany
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G.1-14a

Flush Pipes

Art.4601
chrome plated brass flush pipe for high mounted cisterns, with bordered end for
cistern connection, made of 2 pieces: bended pipe 1200x200mm (32x30mm dim.)
+ Elbow (200x200mm) with bend of about 65mm.

Art.64002
chrome plated brass flush pipe for WC-flush valve, 32x30mm dim., available in
the lengths: 90, 100 and 120cm, with 200mm elbow length.

Art.64003
Same as above but bended model, 28x26mm dim, with 200mm elbow length.
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G.1-15

Siphon Pipes

Art.71246
chrome plated brass siphon pipe, reduced model, 1.1/2“x1.1/4“ (32mm dim.),
with nut and washer.
Available Lengths: 25, 30, 35, 40 and 50cm.

Art.71245
chrome plated brass siphon pipe with nut and washer:
:
1.1/4“ x 32mm dim.
Available Sizes
1.1/2“ x 40mm dim.
:
25, 30, 35, 40 and 50cm.
Available Lengths
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G.1-16

WC-Connectors
Art.73806
wc-connector for eccentric
connections, stright, black
rubbber.

Art.73804
white wc-connector for eccentric connections, stright,
Made in UK.

Art.73805
white wc-connector for eccentric connections, 40mm
displaced, Made in UK.
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G.1-17

a lmani t Ba th Fi tti ng s & Ac ce ssor ie s

WC-FITTINGS

Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control
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Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
H.1-1

Cistern Flush Valves
Art.9200:
Universal plastic flush valve for ceramic
cisterns with dual-control push button.
The big part of the button is used for a
complete flush, the small part of the
button is for a half-flush is needed.

Art.9205:
same as above but with monobloc kit
including universal rubber washer and
fixing screws.

Art.9207:
same as above but with monobloc kit and
a float valve with brass connection (3/8“).

Technical information:
Outlet rate
Inlet rate at 3 bar
Overflow rate
Noise
Cistern dimensions
Cover hole

2,1 l/sec.
11 l/min.
22 l/min.
12 DBA
min.31 max.45
min.18 max.40

Art.9300:
Universal brass flush valve for ceramic
cisterns with pneumatic push control.

Art.9305:
same as above but with monobloc kit
including universal rubber washer and
fixing screws.

Art.9307:
same as above but with monobloc kit and
a float valve with brass connection (3/8“).

Technical information:
Outlet rate
Inlet rate at 3 bar
Overflow rate
Noise
High overflow

1,8 l/sec.
11 l/min.
14 l/min.
12 DBA
min.220mm
max.330mm
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H.1-2

Cistern Flush Valves
Art.9400:
Universal brass flush valve for ceramic
cisterns with pneumatic push control.

Art.9405:
same as above but with monobloc kit
including universal rubber washer and
fixing screws.

Art.9407:
same as above but with monobloc kit and
a float valve with brass connection (3/8“).

Technical information:
Outlet rate
Inlet rate at 3 bar
Overflow rate
High overflow

1,8 l/sec.
7,5 l/min.
14 l/min.
min.220mm
max.330mm

Art.9500:
Universal brass flush valve for ceramic
cisterns with pneumatic push control.

Art.9505:
same as above but with monobloc kit
including universal rubber washer and
fixing screws.

Art.9507:
same as above but with monobloc kit and
a float valve with brass connection (3/8“).

Technical information:
Outlet rate
Inlet rate at 3 bar
Overflow rate
Noise
High overflow

2,0 l/sec.
11 l/min.
14 l/min.
12 DBA
min.220mm
max.330mm
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H.1-3

Cistern Flush Valves
Art.9600:
Universal brass flush valve for ceramic
cisterns with pneumatic push control.

Art.9605:
same as above but with monobloc kit
including universal rubber washer and
fixing screws.

Art.9607:
same as above but with monobloc kit and
a float valve with brass connection (3/8“).

Technical information:
Outlet rate
Inlet rate at 3 bar
Overflow rate
High overflow

2,0 l/sec.
7,5 l/min.
14 l/min.
min.220mm
max.330mm

Art.9700:
Universal plastic flush valve for ceramic
cisterns with pneumatic push control.

Art.9705:
same as above but with monobloc kit
including universal rubber washer and
fixing screws.

Art.9707:
same as above but with monobloc kit and
a float valve with brass connection (3/8“).

Technical information:
Outlet rate
Inlet rate at 3 bar
Overflow rate
High overflow

2,0 l/sec.
7,5 l/min.
14 l/min.
min.220mm
max.330mm
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H.1-4

Cistern Flush Valves
Art.9800:
Universal plastic flush valve for ceramic
cisterns with pneumatic push control.

Art.9805:
same as above but with monobloc kit
including universal rubber washer and
fixing screws.

Art.9807:
same as above but with monobloc kit and
a float valve with brass connection (3/8“).

Technical information:
Outlet rate
Inlet rate at 3 bar
Overflow rate
High overflow

1,8 l/sec.
7,5 l/min.
14 l/min.
min.220mm
max.330mm

Art.9900:
Universal brass flush valve for ceramic
cisterns with pneumatic push control.

Art.9905:
same as above but with monobloc kit
including universal rubber washer and
fixing screws.

Art.9907:
same as above but with monobloc kit and
a float valve with brass connection (3/8“).

Technical information:
Outlet rate
Inlet rate at 3 bar
Overflow rate
High overflow

2,0 l/sec.
7,5 l/min.
14 l/min.
min.220mm
max.330mm
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H.1-5

High Cistern Valves
Art.9100:
High level cistern flush valve with built-in
push button and copper connection pipe.

Art.9105:
same as above but without push button,
without copper pipe.

Art.9107:
same as above but with high float valve.

Art.9150:
Plastic high level cistern flush valve with
built-in push button & copper connection
pipe.

Art.9155:
same as above but with chrome plate push
button.

Art.9157:
same as above but with high float valve.

Art.9170:
Plastic high level cistern flush valve with
pull chain, with white pull-handle.

Art.9175:
same as above but with chrome plate pullhandle.

Art.9177:
same as above but with high float valve.
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H.1-6

Cistern Flush Valves
Art.9020:
Universal plastic flush valve for ceramic
cisterns with dual-control push button.
The big part of the button is used for a
complete flush, the small part of the
button is for a half-flush is needed, with
monobloc kit and a float valve with
connection (3/8“).

Technical information:
Outlet rate
Inlet rate at 3 bar
Overflow rate
Noise
Cistern dimensions
Cover hole

2,1 l/sec.
11 l/min.
22 l/min.
12 DBA
min.31 max.45
min.18 max.40

Art.9209:
Universal plastic flush valve for ceramic
cisterns with dual-control push button.
The big part of the button is used for a
complete flush, the small part of the
button is for a half-flush is needed, with
monobloc kit and a float valve with
bottom connection (3/8“).

Technical information:
Outlet rate
Inlet rate at 3 bar
Overflow rate
Noise
Cistern dimensions
Cover hole

2,1 l/sec.
11 l/min.
22 l/min.
12 DBA
min.31 max.45
min.18 max.40
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H.2-1

Cistern Float Valves
Art.9202:
Compact float hydraulic close system,
suitable for replacement on plastic or
ceramic, external or built in cistern.
Size space only mm 75, silent and easy to
assembly, fast close, brass connection in
size: 3/8“ or 1/2“, with side water inlet.

Art.9210:
Same as above but with bottom water
inlet.

Technical information:
Inlet rate at 3 bar
Noise
Pressure

11 l/min.
12 DBA
0,5/16 ATM

Art.9402:
Brass high float with adjustable arm, silent and easy to assembly, fast close, with brass
connection in size: 3/8“ or 1/2“, with side water inlet.

Art.9603:
Same as above but with bottom water inlet.
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H.2-2

Plastic WC-Cisterns
Art.7100:
Complete cistern made in plastic with on
cover push button complete with automatic float valve, with plastic elbow pipe
50x40, with rubber and fixing system, 12
litres capacity, size 44x38x15.

Art.7150:
Same as above but in colour.

Art.7200:

Complete cistern made in plastic with on
cover push button complete with automatic
float valve, with elbow pipe 50x40, with
rubber and fixing system, 10 litres capacity,
size 31.5x44x12.

Art.7250:
Same as above but in colour.

Art.7300:
High cistern made in plastic pull model
complete with flush valve and automatic
float valve, with or without cover,
dimension 39x17x33, capacity 12 litres.

Art.7350:
Same as above but in colour.
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H.2-3

Concealed Cisterns

Art.60100:
Concealed cistern, capacity 9 litres, with interruptor system, with white or chrome plated activating plate complete with all accessories into a box. Cistern include also:
• white plate • pipe polyestyrene • connect pipe to wc • corner tap 1/2 • float valve.

Art.60500:
Concealed cistern , self
supporting for hanging wc,
capacity 9 litres, with interruptor system, with white
or chrome plated activating
plate, complete with all
accessories into a box.
The cistern is supplied
with:
+ zinc iron support
+ fixing system
+ inlet pipe
+ inlet connect pipe to wc
+ corner tap 1/2
+ automatic floate valve.
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H.2-4

almanit water meters

WAT E R M E T E R S

Multi-Jet Super dry Water Meter:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nominal flow rate Qn 1,5 ...10.
Dry-dial meter, suitable for water of less than optimum
quality.
Register cup incentive to pressure and diffusion.
Metering insert protected against deposits and soiling.
Fit for use all over the world.
Cold water up to 50°C.

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
I.1-1

NSO-Water Meters
ALMANIT Multi-jet Super dry water meter
with five nominal sizes and eight overall
lengths.
The NSO Super dry Water meter series
includes:
1.
NSO dry-dial meter.
2.
NSO-KG pulse-type register.
3.
NSO-H warm water meter.
It‘s the water quality that is crucial:
Wherever impurities are anticipated in the
water, our ALMANIT super dry is the right
choice. Not only thanks to its waterproof
register. The measuring chamber‘s design
ensures good flow characteristics and prevents
deposits. Also there is an effective finger
strainer inside the inlet fitting (easy to replace
as well).

Conveniently standardized dimensions:
Just one single head for all meters from Qn 1,5
to 10: this means replace ability from the body
head with the slip ring to the glass and the
gasket. The metering inserts, too, are
externally identical, with a standardized
diameter at the register and its cup.
It‘s what‘s inside that counts:
Our dry-dial meters excel in terms of
dependable precision assured by continual
testing and stringent quality control. The class
B specifications are confirmed by appropriate
calibration or certification from our staterecognized testing office.

*NSO ALMANIT
Dry-dial
Water meters for cold water up
to 50°C.
* N S O - H : f o r h o ri zo n t a l
installation. Approval class B,
horizontal.
*NSO-S: riser installation. Approval class B, horizontal; riser
body.
*Display capacity 99 999m³ or in
Imperial Gallons.
Main Technical Features:
x Easy-grip, four-pole, hard-ferrite
magnetic coupling.
x Register cup insensitive to
pressure and diffusion.
x Wear proof, low-frict ion
sapphire bearings.
x Permanently elastic, long-lasting
o-ring seal.
x The glass is scratch-resistant and
absolutely clear.
x Confirms to at least the EEC
directives and ISO 4064 Class B
for cold water.
x Can be briefly overloaded by
20%.
x Continuous loadings of approx.
1,4xQn or briefly as much as
1,2xQmax are handled with ease.
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NSO-Water Meters
ALMANIT SUPER DRY NSO/NSO-S
Nominal flow rate
Qn m³/h
Nominal Size
DN mm
DN inch.
D1 Meter connection thread
D2 Connection pipe thread
CLASS B
Max. flow rate
Transitional flow rate
Min. flow rate
•
Required

ISO228/1 inches G 3/4 B
ISO 7/1 inches
R1/2“

1,5
15
3/4“

2,5
20
3/4“

3,5
20
3/4“

3,5
25
1“

G1B
R3/4“

G1B
R3/4“

G1B
R3/4“

G11/4B
R1“

Qmax m³/h
Qt
t/h

3
120

3
120

5
200

7
280

7
280

Qmin l/h

30
25

30
25

50
35

70
35

70
35

2100
50
16
4,4/4,7

2100
50
16
4,4/4,7

3500
50
16
6,7

4900
50
16
7,2

4900
50
16
7,2

2002

2002

2002

2002

2002

165

190
165/220
50

220
50

260
175
60

Continuous load
ca.1,4 x Qn
l/h
Temperature
Tmax °C
Pressure rating
PN
Flow capacity at 1 bar pressure loss m³h
ALMANIT SUPERDRY NSO
L1 Meter length

1,5
15
1/2“

Standard
Option

145/170/190

L2 Connector length

mm
mm
mm

40

190
165
50

B Width

mm

100

100

100

100

100

H1 Coverline height
H2 Overall height

mm
mm

31
115

31
115

31
115

31
115

31
115

Weight

Kg

1,6

1,7

1,7

1,7

2,2

2002

2002

_
_

105
50

105
50

_
_

150
50

mm
mm

_
_

100
80

100
80

_
_

100
94

H1 Distance to meter bottom
H2 Overall height

mm
mm

_
_

22
135

22
135

_
_

28
151

Weight

Kg

_

1,8

1,8

_

2,6

ALMANIT SUPERDRY NSO-S
L1 Meter length
L2 Connector length
B1 Width
B2 Clerance

Standard

pipe axis to meter axis

mm
mm
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NSO-Water Meters
ALMANIT SUPER DRY NSO/NSO-S
Nominal flow rate
Qn m³/h
Nominal Size
DN mm
DN inch.
D1 Meter connection thread
D2 Connection pipe thread
CLASS B
Max. flow rate
Transitional flow rate
Min. flow rate
•
Required

6
25
1“

ISO228/1 inches G11/4B
ISO 7/1 inches
R1“

6
32
11/4“

10
40
11/2“

G11/2B
R11/4“

G1B
R11/2“

Qmax m³/h
Qt
t/h

12
480

12
480

20
800

Qmin l/h

120
60

120
60

200
120

Continuous load
ca.1,4 x Qn
l/h
Temperature
Tmax °C
Pressure rating
PN
Flow capacity at 1 bar pressure loss m³h

8400
50
16
12,8

8400
50
16
12,8

14000
50
16
22

2002

2002

2002

L2 Connector length

mm
mm
mm

260
_
60

190
_
60

190
_
70

B Width

mm

100

100

100

H1 Coverline height
H2 Overall height

mm
mm

43
130

43
130

46
153

Weight

Kg

2,7

2,7

4,0

ALMANIT SUPERDRY NSO
L1 Meter length

Standard
Option

ALMANIT SUPERDRY NSO-S
L1 Meter length
L2 Connector length

_
_

200
70

mm
mm

100
94

_
_

100
105

H1 Distance to meter bottom
H2 Overall height

mm
mm

32
147

_
_

51
175

Weight

Kg

2,6

_

5,5

pipe axis to meter axis

mm
mm

2002

150
60

B1 Width
B2 Clerance

Standard

2002
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NSO-Water Meters

How to best handle the ALMANIT Super dry NSO-Water meter:
Operating Temperature:
Cold water meters, approved for Tmax
30°C, can be used in applications not
involving statutory calibration requirements, for operating temperatures of up
to 50°C. But they must not be used for
either warm or hot water.
Transport and Storage:
Do not drop or bump the water meters.
Any damage will mean inaccurate
metering. To avoid soiling your meters,
take them to the place of installation in
their original packing, or at least use
thread protection caps.
Installation:
Give new or modified piping a thorough
rinse-out at as high a pressure as possible.
Fit adapters in place of the meters. Make
sure the direction of flow is correct by
checking the arrows on the meters. The
metering points must be chosen to ensure
that the meters are always completely
filled with water. Make sure that all the

Materials used for the installation job are
suitable for drinking water.
Conversely, shutoff valves must be
installed. Upstream and downstream of
the meter. A drain cock is advisable. The
valve downstream of the meter should be
fitted with a non-return valve.
Calibration validity and maintenance:
Water meters used or provided in business transactions must be calibrated and/
or certified.
Conform to the EEC guidelines, the
duration of calibration validity is 6 years
for cold water meters.
Depending on the water quality and
operating conditions involved, however,
a shorter interval may be necessary.
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NSO-Water Meters

almanit export gmbh
Wartenau 7
22089 Hamburg
Germany
Tel: 0049 40 2513347
Fax: 0049 40 2513681
eMail: info@almanit.de

I.1-6

almanit Hardwares

B U I L D I N G M AT E R I A L S

Manufactured under strict germen standards of quality control

almanit export gmbh
Sanitary Fittings

Made in Germany
J.1-1

almanit building materials

Screw Sets

Art.2550
Boiler Screw Set consisting of:
+ 2 pcs L-Screw 10x95mm
+ 2 pcs wall plugs (in beige or orange color)

Art.2553
Washbasin Screw Set consisting of:
+ 2 pcs Stud-Screw 10x120mm
+ 2 pcs Hexagonal Nuts
+ 2 pcs wall plugs (beige or orange color)
+ 2 pcs plastic squeeze washers

Art.2555
Washbasin / WC Screw Set consisting of:
+ 2 pcs Stud-Screw 6x82mm
+ 2 pcs Hexagonal Nuts
+ 2 pcs wall plugs (beige or orange color)
+ 2 pcs plastic squeeze washers
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almanit building materials

“OBO” Pipe Clips

Type 101/U
„OBO BETTERMANN“ Galvanized pipe clips with nail shaft.
Art. No.

Size

A (mm)

B (mm)

C (mm)

D (mm)

X (mm)

L (mm)

Q (mm)

1212354

3/8“

52

36

11,75

18,50

3

80

5

1212362

1/2“

56

40

14

22

2

80

5

1212389

3/4“

62

46

17

28

3

80

5

1212397

1“

70

54

20,75

35

2,5

80

5

1212400

1.1/4“

79

63

24,75

43

2,5

80

5

1212419

1.1/2“

85

69

27

49

4

90

6

1212435

2“

97

81

32,5

61

5

90

6

1212478

2.1/2“

116

100

42,25

80

4,5

90

6

1212486

3“

125

109

45,5

89

7

90

6

1212524

4“

155

139

58

115

9

120

8

1212559

5“

181

163

70

140

10

120

8

1212583

6“

206

188

82,50

165

10

120

8
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almanit building materials

“OBO” Pipe Clips

Type 101/UG
„OBO BETTERMANN“ Galvanized pipe clips with Hexagonal
M8 / M10 nut for ceiling mounted pipe lines.

Art. No.

Size

A (mm)

B (mm)

C (mm)

d (mm)

X (mm)

1212656

1/2“

56

40

12

22

2

1212699

3/4“

62

46

14,5

28

3

1212702

1“

70

54

18,25

35

2,5

1212710

1.1/4“

79

63

22,25

43

2,5

1212729

1.1/2“

85

69

24,5

49

4

1212745

2“

97

81

30

61

5

1212788

2.1/2“

116

100

39,75

80

4,5

1212796

3“

125

109

43

89

7

1212842

4“

155

139

55,5

115

9

1212907

6“

206

188

80

165

10
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almanit sealing materials

Silicone Sealant

Made in Germany

GERMANIT

ALMANIT
SILICONE
DIN 18545 E

ARMATUREN

SILICONE

CHARACTERISTICS AND USES:
+ A ready to use one component silicone sealant packed in cartridge.
+ Product is a highly adhesive paste applied by means of a gun for sealants.
+ Product hardens for exposure to the air forming a superficial skin after about
10 minutes, then it slowly changes into an elastic gummy product.
+ Product is PERMANENTLY ELASTIC and of excellent aging resistance.
+ Product can be used for sealing and boding tiles, sanitary fittings, glass, pipes,
plastic materials, aluminum and wood windows and door frames.
+ Product is FUNGUS RESISTANT.
+ ALMANIT Silicone is manufactured according to DIN 18545 E.
+ Product is available in different sanitary colors.
+ Product is available in 280ml and 310ml cartridges.
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almanit sealing materials

P T F E Ta p e

ALMANIT tape is a non-hardened moldable dry PTFE thread sealant tape
manufactured to DIN 30660 and BS 7786 1995 Grade L. It has a very high density
which results in more PTFE per inch of length. It is one of the highest quality PTFE
tape available and, as it usually requires only one layer to effect a seal, thus resulting in
savings for the user.
The remarkable properties of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) are well known, notably
its low coefficient of friction, non stick surface characteristic, wide working
temperature range from –200°C to + 250°C, excellent weathering resistance and
corrosion resistance. It ensures the sealing properties also with lubricants, benzenes,
alcohols and liquid oxygen. Due to the fact that PTFE is not toxic, it can be used in the
food industries.
The PTFE material is extruded and not sintered, this results in an expanded network
composed of superfine fibers and joints. The combination of flexibility, high
longitudinal strength and easy deformability in the transverse direction, makes PTFE
extruded tape very suitable for packing sealing applications. The tape is available in
different sizes and specifications to cover a wide range of applications.

Available Sizes
Thickness (mm)

0,075 (+0,015) or 0,1 (+0,02)

Width (mm)

12, 13, 18, 24, 26 and 52 (+0,5)

Length (m)

8, 10, 12, 20 and 50

Technical Data
30

Apparent Density (gr/mt²)
Longitudinal Elongation

30%

Transversal Elongation

800%

Tensile Strength (Mpa)

120

Transversal Strength (Mpa)

0,15

Residual Lubricant Content

0,01%
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M a z z o n i & Fe r m i t
Art.12530:
First class Mazzoni Hemp in 200gm
bundles. One of the oldest natural
sealing
materials, known and
appreciated by most plumbing
professionals all over the world.
Used in a wide range of applications,
for gas, water and steam pipe lines.

Art.12600:
Fermit Special is a non-toxic installation filler, pliable, salve, light gray,
not draying up, for sealing of
threads, surfaces, ...etc. on water and
heating installations.
Available in:
70gr. Tube
500gr. Tin
1000gr. Tin

Art.12605:
High-pressure Fermit is a non-toxic
sealing filler, brown (up to 200°C) or
black (up to 280°C) salve, resistant
to heat and high pressure, non
draying up, for sealing of threads,
flanges and surfaces of high-pressure
plants, turbine casings, ...etc.
Available in:
500gr. Tin and 1000gr. Tin.

Art.12607:
Neo Fermit Special is a non-toxic
sealing paste, especially for natural
gas, non shrinking, non draying up,
for sealing of threads of gas, water
and heating installations.
Available in:
150gr., 375gr., 400gr. and 800gr. Tubes

Unaffected by temperatures
ranging from –20°C to +135°C.
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I s o f i t Tu b e s

Art.13000:
ISOFIT insulation tubes for insulating sanitary and heating pip-lines is made of an extremely
tear-resistant material with excellent gliding properties.
Range of Application: cold water mains, hot water conduits and drain channels.
Characteristics:
Reduces plumbing and clicking noise, and sound conducted through solids.
•
Prevents from corrosion and perspiration water.
•
Does not absorb moisture.
•
Most easily to install due to excellent gliding properties.
•
Extremely tear-resistant.
•
Applicable in temperature ranges from –80°C to +100°C.
•
Insulation of sound conducted through solids meets/exceeds DIN 4105 standards.
•
Incendiary behavior B” according to DIN 4102.
•
Available sizes:
For Sanitary and Heating pipes: 15-48cm dim.
•
For Drain Channels: 40-125cm dim.
•
In Rolls of 10 meter long.
•

Material and Manufacture:
ISOFIT is manufactured of physically-cross-linked, closed cellular polyethylene with biaxialcross-linked HDFE outer skin externally, and a special gliding foil internally.
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PVC Solvent Cement

Art.12770:
GRIFFON UNI-100GT is a gab-filling solvent cement for cementing PVC pipes and fittings. It can
be used for pressure and drainage systems. Tolerances: gap 0,8mm max/press fit 0,2mm max.
GRIFFON UNI-100GT meets KIWA (NEN 7106) requirements. It can be used also at tropical Temperatures.
TECHNICAL DATA:
: solution of PVC in a solvent mixture containing Tetrahydrofuran and
BASE
cyclohexanon.
: 0,99 g/ml.
DENSITY
: thixotropic 1000—3000 mPa‘s
VISCOSITY
: ca. 23%
SOLIDS
: 500 - 700 g/m²
CONSUMPTION
: 12 months after date of production if container kept tightly closed and
SHELVE TIME
stored between 5 and 40°C.
PROPERTIES OF THE SOLVENT CEMENT JOINT:
The dried joint is resistant to a temperature of 80°C, and can temporarily resist temperatures of up to
95°C. The solvent cement joint is waterproof. Particularly for inorganic acids, the chemical resistance
of the solvent cement joint is dependent on the gap width, drying time, applied pressure, temperature
of the medium, type of acid and its concentration. The solvent cement joint must be considered to have
a limited resistance to concentrated inorganic acids. In general, it can be stated that the dry solvent
cement joint has the same characteristics as the PVC material itself.
PACKING:
Available in Tins with screw lid and brush in the sizes: 250ml, 500ml and 1000ml.
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PVC Solvent Cement

Art.12773:
GRIFFON G-79 is a solvent cement for cementing PVC pipes and
drainage systems. Tolerances: gap 0,3mm max/press fit 0,2mm max.
GRIFFON G-79 can be used also at tropical Temperatures.
TECHNICAL DATA:
BASE
DENSITY
VISCOSITY
SOLIDS
CONSUMPTION
SHELVE TIME

fittings. It can be used for

: solution of PVC in a solvent mixture
: 0,97 g/ml.
: 1200—2000 mPa‘s
: + 26,5%
: + 500 - 750 g/m²
: 12 months after date of production if container kept tightly closed and
stored between 5 and 35°C.

PROPERTIES OF THE SOLVENT CEMENT JOINT:
The dried joint is resistant to a temperature of 60°C, and can temporarily resist temperatures of up to
75°C. The solvent cement joint is waterproof. Particularly for inorganic acids, the chemical resistance
of the solvent cement joint is dependent on the gap width, drying time, applied pressure, temperature
of the medium, type of acid and its concentration. The solvent cement joint must be considered to have
a limited resistance to concentrated inorganic acids. In general, it can be stated that the dry solvent
cement joint has the same characteristics as the PVC material itself.
PACKING:
Available in Tins with screw lid and brush in the sizes: 250ml, 500ml and 1000ml.
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Terms and conditions of Sale
1) General:
a.
These conditions override any Conditions stipulated by the Buyer unless they are expressly accepted by the seller in writing. No variation of any these Conditions bind the Seller unless expressly accepted by the Seller in writing.
b.
The placing of an order with the Seller is deemed to be an acceptance of these conditions by the Buyer.
c.
These Conditions supersede any earlier sets of Conditions appearing in the Seller’s catalogues or elsewhere and any conditions referred to in any negotiation unless expressly agreed by the Seller in writing.
2) Quotations:
a.
Quotations for the supply of the Seller’s labour or services or goods supplied/manufactured by the Seller are valid for 28
days from the date of quotation. Quotations for goods manufactured by other suppliers are sold subject to prices ruling at
the date of despatch to the Seller and may be increased and decreased accordingly.
b.
Quotations may be withdrawn or varied by the Seller within the 28 das period by written or oral notice at any time before
acceptance by the Buyer.
c.
Prices included in quotations are applicable only if an order is placed covering the whole quotation; if an order is placed for
only part of the quotation the Seller reserves the right to re-quote.
3) PRICE:
a.
Prices charged are those ruling at the date of despatch to the Buyer and are subject to V.A.T. and any other government
duty or tax applicable unless otherwise stated in writing by the Seller.
b.
In the event of any alteration being required by the Buyer in design specifications or quantity the Seller is entitled to vary
the price.
4) PAYMENT:
a.
Unless otherwise previously agreed in writing payment is to be against an irrevocable LC, payable at sight and confirmed
by a germen Bank.
b.
The Seller is entitled to suspend manufacture or delivery or to cancel any order for a Buyer whose account is overdue.
c.
Without prejudice to Condition 10 hereof, the goods remain the Seller’s property until the price has been paid in full (each
order being considered as a whole) or until re-sale, in which case the Seller’s beneficial interest shall attach to the proceeds
of re-sale or to the claim for such proceeds. A cheque given by or in behalf of the Buyer in payment is not treated as a discharge until it has cleared.
d.
Not withstanding the above Conditions the Seller reserves the right to stop credit at any time and to call for immediate full
payment for the goods delivered or work done.
5) DELIVERY:
a.
The time of delivery shall not commence until the later of either the date of the Seller’s confirmation of an order or the
receipt by the Seller of all necessary information to enable the Seller to proceed with the order.
b.
Any time or date of delivery named by the Seller is intended as an estimate only and is not the essence of the contract.
c.
If any cause outside the Seller’s control or any labour dispute or any unforeseen contingency (whether in the Seller’s premises or elsewhere) render it impracticable for the Seller to execute any order or to deliver within a reasonable time the Seller
reserves the right to cancel the order.
d.
The Seller shall not be liable for any loss or damage whether direct indirect or consequential to any property caused by or
arising out of or connected with any delay in the delivery or failure to execute an order or to deliver the goods ordered or
any cancellation of the contract pursuant to sub clause (c) hereof.
e.
The Seller will endeavour to comply with any reasonable requests by the Buyer for the postponement of delivery but shall
be under no obligation to do so. Where delivery is post phoned at the Buyer’s request the Buyer shall pay all costs and expenses including a reasonable charge for storage and transportation occasioned thereby.
6) NEW GOODS:
If goods to be supplied by the Seller are new, the following provisions shall effect:
a.
These Conditions and the delivery of the goods shall be subject to any terms and Conditions which the manufacturer or
concessionaire may form time to time lawfully attach to the supply of the goods or the re-sale of such goods by the Seller.
The Seller shall not be liable for any failure to deliver the goods occasioned by his inability to obtain them form the manufacturer or concessionaire or by his compliance with such terms and Conditions. A copy of the terms and Conditions currently attached by the manufacturer or concessionaire may be inspected at the Seller’s office.
b.
The Seller undertakes that he will ensure the pre-delivery work specified by the manufacturer or concessionaire is performed and that he will use his best endeavours to obtain for the Buyer from the manufacturer or concessionaire the benefit
of any warranty or guarantee given by him to the Seller or to the Buyer in respect of the goods.
c.
In the event of the manufacturer of the goods described in the order ceasing to make goods of that type, the Seller many
(whether the estimated delivery date has arrived or not) by notice in writing to the Buyer cancel the contract.
d.
If the contract is cancelled under the provisions of this condition, the deposit (if any) shall be returned to the Buyer and the
Seller shall be under no further liability.
7) Merchantability and Fitness for Purpose:
a.
The Buyer assumes the entire responsibility for the goods being suitable for his or any particular purpose and no terms may
be implied herein as to their suitability for any particular purpose.
b.
In the event of any goods not being of merchantable quality on leaving the Seller’s premises, the Seller will, at its option,
either replace he same or give credit at invoice value. Beyond this the Seller accepts no liability whatsoever for any defects
in the goods rendering the same unmerchantable. Without limiting the foregoing, the Seller will not in any circumstances be
liable for any claim whatsoever for any labour, transport or other expenses incurred by the Buyer in such replacement or for
the loss of profit arising out of or in connection with any loss of damage of property whether arising from defects, failure to
comply with specifications or otherwise howsoever.
c.
Goods replaced shall become the Seller’s property.
d.
The terms of this Condition are in Lieu of all Conditions, warranties and other terms as to description, fitness for purpose,
condition, merchantability, quality or otherwise in respect of the goods whether expressed in the contract or implied by the
common law, statute, trade, usage or custom and notwithstanding such purpose may be, may have become or many have
been known to the Seller.

8) GUARANTEES:
If any goods supplied by the Seller or any part thereof are found to be of defective workmanship or material so as to entitle the Seller
to have them replaced or repaired by the manufacturer, the Seller undertakes to do so. Provided, however, that the Seller shall not be
liable for any claims whatsoever for any transport, labour or other costs and expenses incurred by the Buyer in such replacement or
repairs which are not recoverable from the manufacturer and where such costs and expenses are incurred by the Seller, the buyer will
repay to the Seller such costs and expenses as are not recoverable from the manufacturer and provided also that if owing to the failure
of the Buyer to comply with any terms imposed by the manufacturer, the manufacturer is not bound to replace or repair, the Seller shall
be under no liability to the Buyer.
9) Shortages and Defects Apparent on Inspection:
a.
The Buyer shall have no rights or claim for shortages or defects apparent on inspection unless (i) the Buyer inspects the
goods immediately on arrival at its premises and (ii) a written complaint (otherwise than by a qualified signature on the
delivery note) is made to the Seller within 7 days of receipt of goods and (iii) the Seller is given an opportunity to inspect
the goods and investigate any complains before any use is made of the goods. If the claim is not made to the Seller as is
provided by this Condition then the goods shall be deemed to be in all respects in accordance with these Conditions and the
Buyer shall be bound to these Conditions and the Buyer shall be bound to pay for the same accordingly.
b.
Clerical errors are subject to correction, claims for errors must be made within 7 days of receipt of the goods.
10) RETURNS:
Unless there is prior written agreement, items returned will not be accepted for credit.
11) RISK AND TITLE:
a.
Where goods are collected by or on behalf of the Buyer from the Seller’s premises, the goods are at the sole risk of the
Buyer from the time when the goods are loaded.
b. Where the Seller delivers the goods at the Buyer’s premises or at some place which he directs, the goods are at the sole risk
of the Buyer from the time of delivery at the premises or place aforesaid.
c.
Where the goods are delivered by the Seller or Seller’s agent to a carrier, the goods are at the sole risk of the Buyer from the
time of delivery to the carrier.
12) INSOLVENCY:
If the Buyer shall make default in or commit any breach of his obligations or being an individual or partnership commit any act of
bankruptcy or have a receiving order made or being a limited company, goes into liquidation (otherwise than as solvent company for
the purpose of reconstruction or amalgamation) or having a petition for winding up filed against it or have a Receiver or Manager of
the whole or any part of its undertaking, property or assets appointed or enters into a composition with or for the benefit of his creditors or have any execution or distress levied on his goods or property, the Seller shall have the right for with to determine any contract
then subsisting between the Buyer and the Seller (without prejudice to any claim or right which the Seller might otherwise make or
exercise) and neither the Buyer nor any other person shall have the right to recover compensation or damages from the Seller by reason
of such determination.
13) CANCELLATION AND ALTERATION OF ORDERS:
Orders can not be cancelled or altered except with the written consent of the Seller and on terms which indemnify the Seller against all
loss and expenses.
14) CARRIAGE AND PACKING:
An extra charge will be made on small orders or any special or express delivery requirements by the Buyer. Cases or other special
packing and containers will be charged separately and are due for payment in accordance with the conditions as to payment herein. A
credit or refund will subsequently be allowed for cases and other containers returned to the Seller’s premises carriage paid and in good
condition less cost of return carriage to the manufacturer.
15) REPRESENTATION:
If any statement or representation has been made to the Buyer other than in documents enclosed with the Seller’s quotation, upon
which the Buyer relies, the Buyer must set out the statement or representation in a document to be attached to or endorsed on the order
in which case the seller may clarify the point and submit a new quotation.
16) SPECIFICATION PATTERN OR DESIGN:
a.
Where goods are made to the Buyer’s specification pattern or design, the Buyer is deemed to undertake to indemnify the
Seller against any loss, damages or expenses which the Seller may incur (whether in respect of any proceedings or otherwise) by reason of any infringement of any Patent or Registered Design in any Country.
b.
In the cast of goods made specially or to the Buyers pattern, the Seller reserves the right to supply 5% more or less than the
quantity ordered and the Seller will adjust its charges pro rata accordingly. Once manufacture of such special goods is commenced, cancellation by the Buyer can not be accepted in any circumstances.
c.
Where tools or dies shall be made specially to produce goods to Buyer’s pattern, such tools or dies shall not become the
property of the Buyer unless otherwise expressly agreed in writing.
d.
The Seller reserves the right to modify the characteristics of products as well as to modify or suppress models. The illustrations in our catalogues and brochures have only the aim to show and represent the individual items and do not constitute an
obligation of a faithful execution. Details, sizes and weights indicated are to be considered as approximate. Therefore, the
Seller will not accept liability in relation to the above and as a consequence the Seller shall not accept any claims for damages of any kind.
17) BUYER’S MATERIALS:
If the Seller agrees to carry out work on a Buyer’s own material or to store a Buyer’s goods after an invoice has been presented for the
goods, such materials or goods will be held at the Buyer’s risk and the Seller will not be responsible for damage by accident, fire,
flood, deterioration or any other cause.
18) NOTICES:
Any notice given under these conditions must be in writing and sent by post to the last know residence or place of business of the person to whom it is addressed and shall be deemed to have been received in due course of post.
19) WARNING:
When cleaning the Seller’s Taps and Fittings, no detergent, abrasive or soap are to be used. As this can damage their surface. Therefore
it is suggested that the Taps and Fittings are to be cleaned with water and then dried with a soft cloth.
20) LEGAL CONSTRUCTION:
a.
These Conditions and the contract shall be subject to and construed in accordance with Germen Law.
b.
Any legal proceedings against the Seller or Buyer arising out of or in connection of these Conditions and the contract must
be brought in the Courts of Hamburg in Germany.
c.
The heading of the clauses of these Conditions shall not affect the construction of these Conditions.

